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Sontas explains concept of modernity
rienced as a necessity that has
By Nicole Gudzowsky
Correspondent______________ become onerous; a burden,
restricting, suburban and social
For most people, the twenty ly and aesthetically impover
first century looms like an ished.”
unreachable occurrence. But as
Denouncing the notion of the
writer Susan Sontag pointed ‘post modern’for trivializing the
out last week at the presidential complexities, dangers and di
lecture, the next millennium is lemmas of the modern world,
only 12 years away.
she said, “Post modern means
Entitled “Traditions of the we can do whatever we
New”, the discussion, which was want...that we don’t have to
sponsored by the MSC Alumni play by the rules because they’re
Association was held in the all arbitrary and it’s all a
Memorial Auditorium on April recycling game.
13. Sontag examined the ways
in which people view the mod
“The fact is we can’t do
ern world and how, through the whatever we want, not in art,
use of seemingly innocent society, the family or sexually.
cliches, they deform and limit There are limits and consequen
their experiences.
ces. That is one lesson that must
Enormously productive in a be learned.”
variety of artistic realms for
Self-consciousness of the
more than 20 years, Sontag is
modern world dates back 200
recognized for her fiction, es
years when “century,” the first
says, cultural criticism and film
secular unit of progress for
and theatre direction.
naming one’s own time, became
Her subjects range from liter
a “powerful, ideological instru
ature and the arts to broader
ment,” Sontag said.
issues of ethics, politics and
First used by writers and
culture. She is also considered
to be one of the most influential thinkers such as Balzac, Emer
contemporary American critics. son and Nietzsche, it depicted
Drawn from an unfinished a radical break with the past.
“The century became a colessay, she explored the notion
of “modernity”, which Sontag lecton of forces and resistances
said, like many code words in with the idea that every culture
society, is both descriptive and is to be superceded by the next
one,” she said.
presecriptive.
“The modern is not just
“It was a new way of talking
something that’s out there; it about time that seemed imper
names an imperative— some sonal, detached and scientific.”
thing we ought to do, ” she said.
Sontag noted that although
Modern life, according to the world has become banal and
Sonntag, reflects both pride and weak, even as we near the end
fear.
of the century, “20th century”
art or music remains a code
“The modern is the most
word for the modern.
radical liberation human beings
have ever known. And we’re
In the last half of the 19th
right in the middle of it,” said century, “generation”, a shorter
Sontag, “but it is also expe unit, conveyed the modern.

“In the generation notion
there is a fiction of activi
ty...implying a great experience
in which many people have
participated,” said Sontag.
She cited “The Generation of
1898”, which defined the whole
climate during which Spain
ceased to be a world power, and
“The Generation of 1914”,
which included all young adults
whose decisive experience was
World War 1.
Today, however, Sontag said
machines — not people have
generations.
The most ubiquitous and
corrupting notion according to
Sontag is the “decade”, which
arose during the sixties, a period
defined as a revolt and improve
ment in relation to the fifties.
“Back then people said ‘this
is the sixties’ so much that all
through the seventies, people
said, ‘I think the sixties are over,’
” she said raising laughter from
the audience.
She explained how ‘decade’
talk has become a debunking
and distancing device.
“People speak of themselves
as products or survivors of a
decade...as if one is a register
of larger social forces and
doesn’t have to take responsbility for what one does or cares
about.”
Sontag also crjticized the
reduction of one’s life to a
“lifestyle.”
_v_-“It sounds like boasting, but
really renounces so much of
your center by turning life into
a set of optional fashions,” she
said. “I don’t think that’s what
people mean to do...but the words are doing something for
you.”

Susan Sontag lectured on the concepts of modernity.
Adding that the notion aids
the fashion industry, Sontag
said, “Past decades have been
recycled in clothes faster and
faster, we’re almost caught
up...soon well have to have the
future before the past.”
During a somewhat charged
questions and answer period,
Sontag adamantly stated that
her assumptions were from a
Western perspective and in
tended to make a small, but
original contribution to “the
huge fresco of debate and
criticism of thç notion of the
modem."

Sontag, however, did praise
one member of the audience for
capsulating what she called a
“profound puzzle” when he
asked what would happen if we
ever caught up with our own
arbitrary and fictive units of
progress.
Sontag’s reply concluded the
lecture, “The struggle of human
life is to be fully in the present
so that you can be free and open
to another human being...There
is something utopian in the
speculation, but it’s necessary,
healthy, and in the liberal sense:
it is inspiring.”

Teetering for charity

Coleen Smith, John Rose, Eugene Quinteri and Bill Heerwagen put together a teeter-totter for the marathon
event to be.held during M SC’s spring carnival.
___________________________________ ________

Preparations for a Teeter-thon are underway at MSC. The event
will run from Thursday April 28 to through Saturday April 30
during MSC’s spring carnival and will attempt to raise between
three and five thousand dollars for the Make-a-wish foundation.
The foundation is a charity that grants a special wish to
terminally ill children. The wish may range from meeting a celebrity
to a trip to Disneyland.
The event is being sponsored and conducted by the members
of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity and Phi Chi Omega sorority.
Eugene Quinteri, co-ordinator for the event said that TKE had
collected gifts and cash about $1000 thus far and. hoped for a
lot more.
He said “We have set aside three hours for other organizations.
Stores and various other sponsors will donate money for the
charity.”
“There is also going to be a wishing well where people can
throw money.”
Quinteri added, “I hope the college and SGA organizations
will actively participate in the event.”
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LAST YEAR, 100,000 STUDENTS
\AND TEACHERS WORKED A T KELL)
THIS SUMMER YOU CAN TOO!

MUSICIANS NEEDED

Call Us Today!

im m ediate openings
*Good pay
* Valuable work experience
*Free training if you qualify

ARE COLLEGE COSTS
GETTING YOU DOWN?
DO YOU NEED EXTRA CASH FOR
CAR PAYMENTS OR RENT?

778-6603
1033 Clifton A ve.
(Paine Webber Bldg.)

Clifton, ATJ
W ayne......................................................................... 835-1800

FOR 1 WEEKEND A MONTH
AND 2 WEEKS A YEAR...
WE CAN OFFER YOU:

The Temporary Help People
Equal Opportunity Employer M /F /H

• Yearly Income Of At Least $2000
• Tuition Assistance for Full & Part Time
Students Pursuing an Associates,
Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree.

c.

J

C

— MAKE YOUR LIFE A LITTLE EASIER —
LET YOUR MUSIC WORK FOR YOU!
NOW!
f

50th ARMORED DIVISION BAND
New Jersey Army National Guard

1-800-792-8396

U

Career O pportunities

IR CONVERTIBLES

f } ■]'

America's Lam est Sofabed Specialist

FOR MORE INFORMATION WITH NO OBLIGATION ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ Z S ^ 3 i
CALL TODAY

201 -414-4279

SERVICES

SALES/MANAGEMENT

IS T H E TIM E T O JO IN T H E

East Orange, New Jersey

KLDJ

We have fall and part-time positions available in Paramus, Totowa,
and Ocean Township.

Cuaid

f'jStbies throughout NY, NJ, Conn., Mass.
ts> W ashington. W e Sell mote sleep sofas than any other specialist

t an environment which is extremely pleasant,
rewarding. If you have what it takes to
join the winning team we would love to hear from you.

343-1610 B etw een 9-5 for in te r v ie w
ulin g.

A sk for Mr. Tow nsead

fl F ilm B y P ie rre S a iw a g e

ACADEMIC ADVISING AND TUTORIAL CENTER

-------- A TTENTION: TTNPKCTARKD STTTDHNTSF = = = =

MONTCLAIR HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM

A p r il 2 4 ,1 9 8 8

GROUP ADVISING SESSIONS FOR ALL 1988ADVANCE
REGISTRATION

8 pm

Advance registration for Fall 1988 begins on April 25 and ends on Friday May
13. Student course request forms (registration forms) for UNDECLARED FULL
—TIME students will be available at the Academic Advising and Tutorial Center
(building E) beginning at 8:30 AM Monday 4/25. Part-time students who are
enrolled will receive student course request forms by mail shortly before the
advance registration period.

Donation: $7.50

Students w ith ID $2.00
Courtesy of the PROTESTANT
__________FOUNDATION_________

Please come to building E to sign up for one of the following group advising
sessions. We need to keep track of the number of students planning to attend
in order to insure adequate counselor coverage. Due to the number fo undeclared
students and the number of counselors available to advise, we must insist that
you attend one of these sessions in order to obtain a signature in your course
request form. Please bring your course request form, a Fall 1988 Schedule
of Courses book, a college catalog and your most recent transcript (the pink
and white paper on which you got your last grades in January).

In w ar-torn Europe, 5 0 0 0 C h ristians in one
French v illa g e saved 5 0 0 0 Jews from th e
N azis. T h is Is th eir story.

"WEAPONS-'
OF T H E
S P IR IT "
Award w in n in g film-maker Pierre
Sauvage w ill conduct question-andanswer session
Sp onsored by:
MONTCLAIR CLERGY ASSOCIATION

?

i
Î

Because of the great demand, three of the sessions (4 /2 8 ,5 /3 ,5 /1 1 ) will focus
on the questions and concerns of undeclared students who want to m eet the
entry requirements for Business Administration and/or Computer Science. In
order to insure maximum counselor availability for all undeclared students,
any undeclared student may sign up for any of the following sessions:
Group
Dav/Date
Time
Location
Any undeclared
9-12 noon
Mon. 4/25
Russ Hall Lounge
Want Bus.
5-7:30pm
Thurs. 4 /2 8
StudentC enter 419
Admin or Com. Sci
Tues. 5/3

l-4pm

Russ Hall

Weds. 5/4
Thurs. 5/5
Monday 5/9
Weds. 5/11

5-7:30pm
l-4pm
5-7:30pm
9-12noon

Student Center 209
Russ Hall Lounge
Russ Hall Lounge
Russ Hall Lounge

>ISTsl.9

1ü ï s j ejsffS i

e js ts i

e Jifà I

I

Want Bus. Admin or
Computer Sci.
Evening Undeclared
Any declared
Evening undeclared
Want Bus. Admin
or Com. Sci
e ja n IS ffia ejsSS ISSSLs

—
(£
»
9
Q
£*
g
—
w
»
i Si
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C a m p u s P o lic e R ep ort

M oney bag stolen;
By Paul Mampilly
Assignment Editor__________
A money deposit bag was
stolen between 4 p.m. on the
April 19 and 8 p.m. on April
20. The money taken from it
amounted to $375. The incident
is under investigation.
A rock was thrown through
the glass in the fine arts build
ing. The incident occurred at 2
p.m. on April 13.
A 1986 Audi was broken into
and its stereo was stolen on
April 12.
Simple assault charges are
pending against two students
having an argument on College
Avenue. The two were having
an argument. The incident took
place on April 12 and is under
further investigation.
A black male was discovered
going through the contents of
a desk in Chapin Hall on April
14. The secretary had steeped
out for an errand. When ques
tioned he said that he was
looking for a pen and fled the
area immediately.
An identified non-student
was charged criminal mischief
for throwing a metal trash
container through an exterior
lobby window of Blanton Hall.

The incident occurred on April
15.
Two students were found
fighting in the Bohn Hall quad
area on April 14 at 12:10 a.m..
The fight had apparently started
inside the dorm. None of the
students was willing to file
criminal charges.
Three tires of a 1979 Oldsmobile were flattened on be
tween 8 p.m. April 13 and 9 a.m.
April 15 in lot 17.
The side window of a ^7
Datsun was smashed with a
baseball bat. Nothing was stolen
and the vandalism occurred in
lot 22 on April 11.
A student was arrested when
he was reported to be driving
recklessly around Blanton Hall
on April 16 at 4:44 a.m.. He was
chased by the officers and
eventually caught. When asked
for the registration for the car,
he claimed that he did not have
it. The officers searched the car
and found a 12 inch gravity
knife in his posession.
He also resisted the attempt
of the officers to arrest him. He
was subdued eventually. He has
been charged with resisting
arrest and posession of the knife
for unlawful purposes.

ta k en
A male was reported acting
disorderly from Freeman Hall.
When police reached the scene,
the male was found heavily
intoxicated. When the police
tried to get some identification
from him, he got into physical
confrontation with the officers.
The student is now being
charged with drinking under
age, disorderly conduct, resist
ing arrest and aggravated as
sault for fighting with a police
officer. This incident occurred
on April 17.
Water was reported in the
elevator shaft in Bohn Hall on
April 16. The water was coming
from the ninth floor laundry
room in Bohn Hall. The cause
for the problem was broken
hose and the problem has been
fixed.
A male student who returned
a coat to a female student was
accused of stealing a scarf that
was apparently in it. The inci
dent was reported on April 19.
Bohn Hall recieved a bomb
threat on April 12 at 11:45 p.m.
A Toyota Camry ^6 was
stolen on between 9 a.m. and
2 p.m. on April 13.

Class One charter
renewals continue
By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer
The legislature continued the
1988-89 class I charter and
budget approval process.
After a long debate, the
legislature granted a class 1
charter to La Campana. La
Campana is responsible for
creating and distributing MSC’s
yearbook.
Some legislators opposed to
the charter renewal felt that the
yearbook could operate better
as a college service.
If the yearbook is treated as
a college service, graduating
students would probably have
to pay for it.
Since the graduating students
would ‘supposedly’ have to pay
for it the yearbook would have
to be issued sooner.
Currently, the 1987 edition is
being printed and will be mailed
to graduated students in the
near future.
“The yearbook has a limited
staff and are working very
hard,” said Bill Cogan, an editor
of La Campana. Rodney Stubina, Editor-in-chief of the year
book said that he expects to
have the 1988 yearbook avail
able to students by October.
Another class I charter was
approved to the Black Student

Cooperative Union for the
1988-89 school year. BSCU is
an organization dedicated to
black related issues.
A budget of $17,791 was
approved to the Latin American
Student Organization for the
1988-89 fiscal school year. This
figure represents approximately
an 80 percent increase over the
present operating year.
A motion to overturn SGA
president, Rob Acerra’s veto of
an accounting club appropria
tion was passed by the legisla
ture.
The appropriation will be
used for their annual Spring
symposium. The veto was par
tially a result of the donation
policy being followed for the
event relating to students and
non-students attending.
A donation of $500 was
approved from unappropriated
surplus to MSC student, Emily
G. Cherin. This money will be
used toward for her participa
tion in the Summer student
exchange program in Africa.
While in Africa, she will work
on agricultural, community and
construction projects aimed at
helping needy people. Upon her
return she must report her
experiences to the SGA legis
lature.
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HOW I MADE $184100
FOR COLLEGE

When my friends and I graduated from high school, we
all took part-time jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and hamburger joints,
putting in long hours for a little pay:
But I joined the Army National Guard. And I’m earning
$18,000 by working just 2 days a month and 2 weeks a year.
I got a $2,000 cash bonus when I finished my advanced
technical training, and I’m getting $5,000 in educational
benefits, thanks to the New GI Bill. And over 6 years, I’ll earn
a minimum salary of $11,000.
It all adds up to $18,000 that I can put
toward college.
And that’s a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
For more information, call vour local
recruiter. 1-800-792-8396

C IMS UNTO) STAU»OO^UNMW AMtPWMtNTtO«* THg tCCAtTAWYOPOCFtWU A

A rm y N a tio n a l G u ard
~

A R N G -8 5

FEEL ME.
TOUCH ME.
HEAR ME.

w

A »¡means A t 7 heir first.

506. N O V EM BER 1985, U.S. G O V E R N M E N T PR IN TIN G O F F IC E : 1985 494 402

Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a
challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of
research and further study in this field. Our A S H A accredited
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology
and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make
it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or
part-time if you are employed in the field.
For information on these programs call (617) 437-2708 or
write to the address below.

BO STO N
BOUVE
Graduate School. Boston-Bouv6 College of Human Development Professions
106 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave.. Boston. MA 02115

DOWNEY JR.

W onts Y our O p in io n O n
A lcohol Issues
(O R DOES HE ?!*)
TUESDAY — APRIL 2 6 ,1 9 8 8
PANZER GYM 2 :3 0 p m
COM E SCREAM
WITH MORT!
*Tickefs must be picked up of the
CLUB office 121 Student Center Annex
2 (two) tickets per MSC ID
CLUB is a Closs One of the SGA

I)© © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © ©

© © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © ©

©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©

HI [Northeastern University
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C o -o p C orn er

J o b e x p e rie n c e
th rou gh c o -o p s
1 joined the co-operative
education department of MSC
in September ^7 as a graduate
assistant. I expect to complete
my graduate study by May
1988.
Before leaving I wish to
reinforce the importance of co
op to all undergraduate stu
dents.
The co-op program at MSC
is designed to motivate the
participants to look objectively
into the process of career choice.
During my tenure at the co
op office, I have had the op
portunity to counsel undergrad
uate students from several dis
ciplines and my general
observation is that most of them
came with a very vague concept
of career choice.
Once they were put through
the co-op process, I have no
ticed the change in them.
Co-op counselors equip the
students with proper informa
tion in relation to career goals,
skills, planning and employ
ment potential.
Through co-operative educa
tion you can move one step up
on the recruiting ladder.
This is experience— a re
quirement by most employers.

when you start looking for a job.
It is very hard to gain experience
if no one will hire you.
All graduates face the dilem
ma o f relevant experience.
Employers tend to place heavy
emphasis on experience and
quite often applicants are
turned down for a lack of it.
The co-op program helps you
acquire field experience while
you attend college and provides
you with a competitive edge.
Gary A. Pennacchio (B.A. in
Psychology) says, “My co-op
experience helped me establish
employment contacts in my
fields and proved to be the most
rewarding experience of my
undergraduate years.
Co-op work experience, in
any discipline, changes your
status from student to profes
sional in a short of time.
It is a great supplement to any
undergraduate program and
even a greater one to the resume.
Last, but not least, the feeling
of being compensated, while at
the earning academic credits, is
a feeling of great accomplish
ment.”
This article was written by
Vibha R. Prasad (Asst. Co
ordinator) fr o m the Co
operative Education Office.

The father of black nationalism
By Marian Thompson
Correspondent______________
“Marcus Garvey, the father of
Black Nationalism” was the
subject of a lecture held on
March 21. The featured speak
ers were author and lecturer Dr.
John Henrick Clarke of Hunter
College and noted artist and
sculptor, Don Miller.
A group of about 100 enthu
siastic students, guests, faculty
and staff members attended a
lecture on Marcus Garvey spon
sored by the African-American
Studies program, BSCU and
the International Student Or
ganization.
Miller started with a film strip
presentation on the life of
Marcus Garvey.
A native of Jamaica, Garvey
spent 11 years in the U.S. as the
leader of the Universal Negro
Improvement Association. Gar
vey soon became the leader of
one of the largest mass move
ments of African people.
Miller, who is also a native
of Jamaica has maintained his
ties with the Caribbean nation.
Several years ago, he painted
portraits of leading Jamaican

statesmen to celebrate the inde
pendence of Jam aica from
Great Britain in 1962.
Clarke’s presentation focused
on the sense of pride and
nationalism created by Garvey
and his movement. He asserted
that the African diaspora bene
fited from Garvey’s attempt to
raise Africa as the light of the
world.
Clarke spoke of the great
achievements of African people
before the beginnings of the
trans-Atlantic slave trade. It is
his view that the slave trade led
to the destruction of African
civilization, and the denial of
the African past by European
scholars.
Garvey tried to counteract
these negative images by creat
ing succcessful black organiza
tions, holding massive parades,
designing an African national
flag and anthem, and uniting
African-Americans in a series of
UNIA conference at Madison
Square Garden.
Garvey’s greatest venture was
the re-settlement of Africa.
Garvey proposed a back to
Africa movement that would be
based in Liberia. Unfortunately,

bad management and resent
ment from other blacks led to
Garvey’s downfall.
In 1923 he was arrested for
mail fraud. Garvey was sent
enced to a five year term that
began in 1925. President Coolidge pardoned him in 1927 and
deported him as an undersirable
alien.
He returned to Jamaica and
continued his work until 1937
when he moved to England.
The Garvey movement came
to an end with his death in 1940.
Although he did not achieve his
goal of returning Africa to her
former level of greatness, his
message left a lasting impact on
many.
Two of the most prominent
examples of Garvey’s influence
are the works of Kwame
Nkrumah in Ghana and Elijah
M uham m ed’s “ N ation of
Islam.”
Similarly, other black move
ments and leaders paid homage
to him by borrowing his ideas
and by naming places after him.
The philosophy of M arcus
Garvey has made him the “Fa
ther of Black Nationalism” to
many people.

Collegewide Committee search
Acting President Richard Lynde is requesting volunteers, including students, to serve on various
Collegewide Committees. Applications are due this Friday, April 22, 1988. They are available at
the Student Center information desk, and Dean Martin’s office, room 217 College Hall.

B€ MOA€ THAN JUST A SOCIAL SCCUAI1Y NUMBCAI!
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DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY A T THE RIGHT PRICE
JEWELRY CUSTOM DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED

LOWEST PRICESFASTEST SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAVS

ENGAGEMENT RINGS OUR SPECIALTY

RESLIMES'CEPORTS’THESES
ENGINEERING'MEPICAL'LEGAL

FREE CONSULTATIONS IN OUR PRIVATE OFFICE

"WE TEACH LOTUS"

We are Montclair State graduates and give special
consideration to students, teachers and alumni

CAF WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE

1 BELLEVUE PLAZA
U PPER M ONTCLAIR, N J 07043

368-3934

.

A Professional
Recruiting Firm

I
j
I L-

*Accounting
*Tax
*Audit
*Finance
*Finai

TSPIIMG

(2 0 1 ) 74&0506

Call:
201- 256-1000
ik R d .

T otow a, NJ 07512

XK_____ H

Seniors an d Grad Students:

M AKE
CREDIT
HISTORY
Get a new G M
vehicle and $400
and defer vour
first payment
Cor 90 days*
Congratulations, graduates! At
G M A C we believe you deserve
credit for all that hard work.
That’s why we developed the
G M AC College Graduate Finance
Program. It helps get you into the
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile,
Buick, Cadillac or G M C Truck of
your choice. It gets you going on
a credit history. And it gets you
$400 plus a 90-day deferment
of start of payments. Finance charges accrue from
the date of purchase.
G M AC is proud to support Americas college
graduates, and we’re proud to be an Equal Credit

Opportunity Company.
See your participating General Motors Dealer
for more information. And start picking out the car,
van or light truck of your choice. O r we’d be happy
to send you a brochure that gives you all the details
of the G M A C College Graduate Finance Program.
Just give us a call at 1 -8 0 0 -2 -D R E A M -4 -.
•This deferral of paym ent option is not available in connection with
other G M A C programs or in Michigan or Pennsylvania, or on vehicles with
a cash selling price o f $10.000 or less in N e w Jersey.

OFFICIAL S P O N SO R O F

■ ¿ te a m # 1-—

GMAC
CHEVROLET •PONTIAC •OLDSMOBILE •BUICK •CADILLAC •GM C TRUCK
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E ye
on
M SC

Students were forced to evacuate
Blanton Hall after a bomb threat was
received.
Some students used the time to
eat, while others spent the time
gazing into the air wondering when
they could get back into their rooms.

COME ON AN ADVENTURE W ITH THE CONSERVATION CLUB AND C .L.U .B .

AND

DATE: MONDAV APRIL 25, 1988
TIME: 8PM
WHERE: THE AMPHITHEATRE (DOWN BV PANZER GVM)
(INCASE OPRAIN—IN THESTUDENT CENTERBALLROOMS)
ADMISSION: FREE!!
THE CONSERVATION CLUB AND C.L.U.B. ARE CLASS I ORGANIZATIONS OF THE SGA

E
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CLUB Presents

«SUB

Sandwiches & Salads

< S h t H e u / i j^Ctem

CAM PUS EN TER TAIN ER
OF TH E YEAR

F I X I N G S A L W A Y S F R E E : Cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, onions, green
peppers, hot peppers, black olives, salt, pepper, oil, vinegar, mayo, mustard

SANDWICHES

Six-Inch Foot-Long

C h e ese ...................................................................................
M eatball.................................................................................
Ham & Cheese ...................................................................
Turkey Breast.......................................................................
B M T (H am , Genoa, Pepperoni, Bologna) .................
Tuna, Tu n a , T u n a ...............................................................
Subway C lu b (Roast Beef, Turkey, H am ) .................
Steak & C h e e s e ...................................................................
Roast Beef ...........................................................................
Seafood & C r a b ...................................................................

1.89
Z09
2.39
139
179
179
199
199
199
3.19

To Double the Value - Double the Meat

Add $1

SALADS

Regular

Garden S a la d .......................................................................
Ham & Cheese ...................................................................
2.39
Tu rk e y Breast.......................................................................
2.39
Antipasto (H am , Genoa, Pepperoni,B o lo g n a )..........
2.79
Tu na , Tu n a , T u n a ...............................................................
179
Subw ay Chef (Roast Beef, Turkey, H am ) ................
2.99
Roast Beef ...........................................................................
2.99
S e a f o o d ! C r a b ..................................................................
3.19
To Double the Value - Double the Meat
A d d S1

2.99
119
159
3.59
3.99
3.99
4.19
4.19
4.19
4.99

Add $2
Large
1.99
3.59
3.59
3.99
3.99
4.19
4.19
4.99
Add $2

Rf 2 3 South
W ayne Township

^
1

v / i

I

The West Belt Plaza
(Just South of Rt. 4 6 )

Not valid with any
other offer
O n e per customer

(201

»«ft.

A

A

u n iq u e s h o w ,
co m e d y and h y p n o sis
WHEN: Monday. April 25,1988
WHERE: S.C. Ballrooms A & B
TIM E: 12 noon - 2 pm

^ 4

785-1185

Hours: 11:00 am - 2:00 am
(Sunday 11 p m )
Expires 5/15/88

4

TOM DeLUCA

»<» » » »

MSC

CLUB is a Class One of the SG A
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'A R TIS BACK '
TKE Fraternity has brought art back again!
WHEN: A pril 25 - A pril 30
(Mon. - Sat.)
WHERE:* In front of Student
Center (Rain Location: R oom
126-Student Center)
A pril 25 - 28,10:00 am - 5:00 pm
*Montclair State College Spring
Carnival
Thurs. & Fri. - 8:00 pm - 12:00
pm

HUGE SELECTION!
'MANY POSTERS $5 AND UNDER/ALSO
'FINE GALLERY POSTERS —
;
UNDER $20
"New Poster Company - First Time at Montclair!"
\A rt reproductions, dance, sports, rock and movie stills, laser images, M .C. Escher,y
lgallery posters, nostalgic posters, Van Gogh, photography, Rockwell, M onet, wildlife
iprints, movies, Picasso, Asian art, animalposters, H arvey Edwards, Frazetta, musk
[images, floral graphics, science fiction, Rembrandt, modern & abstract images, ,Eliot
*orter, Rosamond, art deco, art nouveau, Renoir, travel posters, scenic posters,\
\Chagall, astronomy, Dali, humor, cars, show business personalities, A nsel Adams;l
iLilo Raym ond, contemporary European art and photography...
and M UCH, M U C H M O RE!
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“Good
friends
don’t let
good
friends
sm oke
cigarettes.”

Fa m o u s l a s t w o r d s
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.
“Nobody drives my car but me.”
“Are you OK to
few beers?”

Larry Hagman

Become A Stockbroker
National Stock Brokerage firm
is expanding in your area. We
would like to speak to self
starters and motivated individ
uals who are looking for an
excellent opportunity and top
earning potential. We will train
qualified candidates. Night
appointments available.

C ontact: Tony D eC icco
for details, 1-800-922-0328

Cigarettes aren’t good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help ’em quit today. You’ll
both be glad tomorrow.

DRINKING A N D DRIVING
C A N KILL A FRIENDSHIP
U.S. Department of Transportation

AMERICAN
CANCER
f SOCIETY”5
w

&

m stay home
before l date a dip.

Dips don't touch my lips.

<T)Ch f O rr O ( j <F . f J Ç &

& ■/ li?

BAR/BRI Professional Testing Centers Present:

FREE SEMINARS
on
LAW AND MBA SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS
THURSDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

5TH
7TH
7TH
11TH

6- 7:30 PM
9-10:30 AM
11-12:30 PM
6- 7:30 PM

(LSAT)
(LSAT)
(GMAT)
(GMAT)

TOP PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS
TOPICS INCLUDE
W hen and where to apply, adm issions criteria
o f top programs, how to m ake your letters o f
recom m endation count, what schools lo o k for
in your personal statem ent, how to explain
bad grades and how to be ready for the
G M A T and L S A T exams.

C ALL B A R /B R I AT (212) 643-TEST
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT.

fP fßW E II

5

P

I N

G

1

9

0

Tosinoti Review Si Chib
Extravaganza
Sunday, Aprii 24,1988
Montchúr State Cottege
Student Center Badroom
Doors Open at 7:00 pm
ADMISSION H W/ID $5, W/O
For Further Information Contact
BSCU office 893-4198
Photogene Studio 679-9819

.*
•' *. - : y *i ? v
n ■*> ♦ -- ir *«'„•« *«-4
1X
. V 6 * 4 4 $ +V^ * f 4 ‘■‘1
Á Y // ♦ V * V * * ♦ *

$50 S C H O L A R S H IP
TO A L L W H O A T T E N D

R

V

- I . A - .«.A . a ' i

BSCU is a Class I orgamztion o f the SGA
•ssssssssssssses
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The Montclarion
is a c c e p tin g a p p lic a tio n s f o r t h e p o s it i o n o f

ADVERTISING MANAGER
FOR FALL 1988
salary plus commission
great experience
Call Joann Maro at 893-5237 for more info,
or stop by the office, room 113 Student Center
>00004

1

’

“Last
night Iwent
to Uno’s and
leftwitha
well-rounded
individual.”

And who wouldn’t? Our indi
vidual deep dish pizza is
perfectly proportioned
for any single per
son. And should you
desire more, you can r e s t a u r a n t a
C H I t AGO

' S

ORI . C I N A L

bring home a good-looking
regular for two or three
people. Thke-out deep
dish pizza. Just one
of the extraordinary
bar
experiences at Uno’s.

D E E P

DI SH

P I X 7. A

BuyOne,
GetOneFree

BuyOne,
GetOneFree

better selection or better price
A diamond has always been
anywhere. Guaranteed.
a symbol of love and romance.
At Fidelity its even more so. Be
Why not come into Fidelity and
cause we only sell hand-picked
see for yourself? You may just
diamonds of the finest quality.
leave with a diamond. Nine out
of ten people do.
Fidelity is a direct
FIDELITY
And spend the money
importer located right
DIAMOND
you've saved on other
here in NiPw Jersey. So
CORIV .« » things. Like each other.
you simply can t find a

Express Lunch
M e out any Pizza and receive 2nd
of equal or lesser value FREE
(Value up to 8.00)

Individual Size Pizza and Soup or Salad
5 Min. Service, Mon.-Fri. 11-3
M e out only (value 3.75)

Offer Expires 5/12/88

Offer Expires 5/12/88

Only one coupon per party,
it good in combination with any otheroffer.

Only one coupon per pany.
Not good in combination with any other offer.

Paiamus
Mall at IV-Rte. 4W
(Opp. RKO 10-PLEX) Open Sundays

Paramus
Mall a t IV-Rte. 4W
(Opp. RKO10-PLEX) Open Sundays
Secaucus
Hannon Meadow Plaza
(Next to Houlihan's)

Whyne
West Belt Plaza-Rte. 23
(Next to Sendee Merchandise)

l_

THERE’S NOTHING
ROMANTIC
ABOUT PAYING
TOO MUCH
FOR A DIAMOND

Secaucus
Harmon Meadow Plaza
(Next to Houlihan's)

V\fcyne
W s t Belt Plaza-Rte. 23
(Next to Service Merchandise)

H

5 West Passaic Street, Rochelle Park, NJ (201) 368-2440.
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editorial
A ID S and discrimination
At yesterday’s Symposium on AIDS sponsored by the AIDS
Awareness Task Force and the office of student affairs, a panel
of people with AIDS was featured as the last presentation. The
audience’s personal reaction was strongest at this point—some
were scared, others sympathetic, but one point was clear to a
Montclarion staff member: everyone present was very, very curious
Why all the curiosity? Possibly because AIDS is not a disease
that we would readily admit to having, we find it unusual to
see a panel discussion of a group of people with AIDS But there
is probably something even deeper in our consciousness: we wonder
what exists in these peoples’ lifestyles that allowed them to contract
AIDS
AIDS in America is popularly believed to be confined to select,
high-risk groups: homosexual men and intravenous drug users.
In many ignorant people, this translates into a harsh judgment —
that people with AIDS are sexually or socially deviant individuals,
almost asking for the disease they contract
What many ignore is the fact that it is only a matter of time
before AIDS begins to spread out into the general population
The case for heterosexual transmission rests on the fact that the
macrophages that harbor AIDS lurk close to the skin, so one
may not need an injection from an infected needle or anal
intercourse to contract the virus
Discrimination against AIDS patients has gone beyond
individual blame placed on the victim s. It has become
institutionalized. Public health care has not responded to this health
crisis as readily as most think is advisible. What is necessary to
combat this disease is more preparation and planning in the area
of health care.'Present hospital care should be supplemented with
AIDS-specific clinics and hospices to absorb future strain. More
federal aid—a factor that the Reagan Administration has put a
low priority on—is sadly lacking.
Local interest is not, however. The movement of schools towards
the education of our younger generation should be applauded
It is now expected that AIDS awareness is taught in New Jersey’s
public schools, even at the elementary level.
At MSC, seminars and symposiums are held to provide
information to students about this serious health hazard Guest
speakers and lecturers have focused on this topic and helped prevent
the spread of AIDS ignorance. And, just as important, we now
have condom vending through cigarette machines on campus —
a definite step in the direction of prevention. Now, if our concern
and attention could be spread into the national level, our country
might be that much closer to control of the AIDS virus
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Y our life in th ree w o rd s o r le ss
WASHINGTON—Four men write obituaries
for The Washington Post. They are J.Y. Smith,
Bart Barnes, Richard Pearson and Joe Whitaker.
I give you their names because, although
unheralded, they are among the most powerful
journalists in Washington. Recently, they were
given the authority to summarize a person’s life
in two or three choice words, usually by the work
the person once did. For instance, when I go,
the brief headline would say, “Richard Cohen,
columnist"—and not a mention of what I do most
and, probably, best, worry.
The use of an occupation to define a person
is, I suppose, very Washington or, if you prefer,
New york, since the New York Times adopted
the practice earlier But what we do is not
necessarily what we are. In fact, for some people,
what they do for a living is the least of what
they are. One woman I know who is always
watching her weight once said her obituary title
should announce her name and then two words:
“Constant Dieter.”
There you have it, her real sense of identity,
the way she sees herself. A colleague says her
would like his obit title to read “Baseball Player.”
recalling the brief years he played the game—
years he has been reliving ever since. Others might
want to be called “Loving Father,” “Good
Provider,” “Parallel Parker,” “Taller Than He
Looked,” “World Class Snorer,” “Fabulous
Lover” or, for his wife, “Fabulous Faker.”
Once at a dinner party, someone suggested that
we each say what we would like our name
attached to. (For instance, the word “boycott”
comes from Capt. C.C. Boycott, an Irish land
agent ostracized by his neighbors in 1880.) One
woman at the party—let’s call her Edwards—
said she would like to be a dance step. People
would look out on the dance floor, see a really
smart couple execute a fabulous move and say,
“Aah, an Edwards ”
Another guest, a man we’ll call Schwartz, said
he would like to lend his name to a sex act. He
envisioned couples attempting to do a Schwartz,
although for the life of him he could not envision
what a Schwartz would be For the record, neither
could his wife.
The idea of the dinner party game and the
idea of choosing your own obituary title are the
same—asserting who you think you are (your
essence), not what others think. Sometimes this
might be what you are proudest of, maybe a talent
or ability that is unknown to most of the people

who know you. One woman I know said she
would like to leave this earth as an “Awesome
Dancer” while another, outwardly demure,
laughed and then progressed through three titles:
“Gypsy,” “Free Spirit” and, finally, “Total
Decadent.” With that, she returned to her work,
but “Total Decadent” remains, forever and
fondly, in my imagination. The same cannot be
said for a colleague who looked up from her
work, said “Fat Legs” and failed to say “Only
kidding.”
A male colleague said he would like to be
memorialized as “Smart as a Whip” and then,
after a pause, appended “Lady Killer.” I thought
“Totally Deluded” would be more apt. A single
woman who has been going to more than her
share of weddings thought her obituary would
first announce her name and then the word
“Bridesmaid.” I thought of introducing her to
the “Smart as a Whip Lady Killer.” Then she
could revise her title to “Seduced and Aban
doned.” Still another woman referred to herself
first as “Decorator,” then as “Telephone Talker”
and finally—with a laugh—as “Former Blonde
Bombshell.”
Unfortunately, there seems to be no way to
inform obituary writers in advance of the titles
we would prefer. In the first place, obituary
writers are obligated as journalists to stick to the
facts. A man I heard about found this out (or,
rather, didn’t find this out) when the title he chose
for himself, “Prominent Attorney,” was rejected
by his local newspaper on the reasonable grounds
that the deceased had not practiced law in 30
years.
In the second^place, obituary writers are
understandably a dour bunch. I asked one of
them what title he would choose for himself.
“Obituary Writer,” he said When I looked
disappointed, he added, “But that’s what I am.”
As for myself, in truth the title would change,
depending on the stage of my life In school, I
would have been “Richard Cohen, Underachiev
er” and then through much of my life “Richard
Cohen, Financially Pinched ” But what I now
want my obituarv to say was suggested by a
colleague: “Richard Cohen, Reclusive Millio
naire.” Given my choice, the title of the moment
is obvious: “Richard Cohen, Hopeless Dreamer.”
Richard Cohen is a syndicated columnist fo r the
Washington Post Writers Group.
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Palestinian letter is one-sided
To the editor:
I would like to counter some
biased, one-sided presentations
which had been made in your
columns on the Palestine situa
tion.
Firstly, it should be noted
that Israel has done much to
upgrade the living standards
and basic services of those
Palestinians who have come
under Israeli rule, far more so
than was done by the previously
ruling Arab states in Gaza and
the West Bank. Egypt and
Jordan have also historically
been far more severe than Israel
in dealing with Palestinian
dissent, often just hanging the
dissenters from the nearest
telegraph pole.
Arab states have typically
done nothing to absorb refugee
populations, preferring to leave
them as festering sores surviving
on international charity. This

stands in clear contrast to the
Israeli absorption of dispos
sessed Jewish refugees from the
various Arab states in the years
following independence.
It should also be realized that
there is already a Palestinian
state—it is called Jordan, with
the majority of the population
Palestinian. The English man
date territories in the area
became two states, Palestinian
Jordan and Jewish Israel. Stu
dents of history may recall that
the Arabs had refused all efforts
to establish a bi-national state,
and tried unsuccessfully with
their armies to destroy Israel at
its moment of inception.
A complicating factor in the
situation has been the subse
quent Israeli capture of the West
Bank area in the 1967 war. The
Israelis had sought to disuade
the Jordanians from opening up
a third front aganist Israel.

Jordan nonetheless attacked
Israel, was defeated, and lost the
West Bank in the process.
Israel has returned the Sinai
to Egypt in return for peace and
diplomatic recognition. Most of
the West Bank would probably
have been returned if Israel
could have negotiated a similar
settlement with Jordan. Under
standably, however, King Hus
sein has been reluctant to ne
gotiate on the recognition of
Israel.
Previous Arab leaders who
have done so have been quickly
assassinated (Anwar Sadat, and
King Abdullah, Hussein’s fa
ther). Extremism rules in the
Arab world today no less than
in the past. There is simply no
Arab counterpart to the mod
erate Jewish “Peace Now” ac
tivism. The Arab-Jewish con
frontation did not begin in 1967,
but has its origin in the Arab

refusal to recognize the legiti
macy of Israel.
My own belief is that reso
lution of the more general ArabIsraeli conflict must await great
er Arab political maturity, and
the development of an Arab
middle class that is not afraid
to publicly espouse moderation
and compromise. However, this
may well take generations to
come to pass
In the meantime, Israel must
do whatever necessary to pre
serve its security, whether this
means staying in or leaving the
West Bank area.
There are dozens of Arab and
Moslem states, and even one
Palestinian state. There is only
one small Jewish state, which
among other things houses
many H olocaust survivors.
Nonetheless, Israel has usually
not been inflexible in its willing
ness to meet its Arab neighbors

more than halfway when there
was a genuine chance for peace.
How many other nations have
surrendered territory won in
war?
Every generation of Jews in
our century seems to face a
challenge to the existence of the
Jewish people, to Jewish na
tional survival. This is the turn
and challenge of our current
generation of Jews Wellintentioned individuals must
also understand that there is far
more involved in the current
Mid-East unrest than a national
group struggling for independ
ence.

Edward Aronow, Ph.D.
Associate Professor o f Psychol

ogy
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W hen enough is enough
Every Sunday in The New York Times
Magazine you can see her smiling face. She
proudly proclaims the quality and luxury of her
hotels, the awards the hotels received or how past
guests just had to write to compliment their stays.
These days, however, the guests at some
Helmsley-owned hotels do not necessarily get
what the hotel has supposedly bought.
Harry and Leona Helmsley were arraigned last
week in New York for evading more than $4
million in state and federal taxes from 1983-86.
On top of that, Mrs. Helmsley, who controls the
seven New York hotels of the Helmsley chain,
faces charges regarding extortion of kickbacks
from suppliers and contractors.
Mrs Helmsley has also been charged with
defrauding the com pany’s stockholders by
receiving over $80,000 per month in secret
consulting fees
Mr. Helmsley has, over the years, developed
one of the greatest real estate companies in the
country. The Helmsley Organization’s operations
now include a brokerage company, 27 hotels
operated by Helmsley Hotels, and assorted other
companies, which operate, among others, the
Empire State Building and the Flatiron Building.
How the Helmsleys allegedly evaded the taxes
is striking. They spent hundreds of thousand of
dollars for gifts and personal items and then
charged the costs to their businesses as expenses.
The purchases were made for their $11 million,
28 acre estate and mansion, Dunnellen Hall, in
Greenwich, Connecticut. Included in the list were
$500,000 for art objects, a $45,000 silver clock
for Mr. Helmsley's birthday, a $210,000 card
table, and $290,000 for estate renovations and
construction. Additionally, they spent $130,000
for an indoor-outdoor stereo at the estate which
was subsequently charged as a security expense
for the Helmsley Building on Park Avenue.
Now there certainly is no reason to deny
someone the profit of their work. The Helmsleys
have worked and struggled over the years to
accumulate their fortune. The opportunity to live
comfortably is a style they have earned.
There is a line which, although it may be

arbitrarily drawn, must delineate the difference
between wealth and ludicrousness. The allegedly
illegal $960,000 which Mrs. Helmsley received
is probably only a portion of the income the
couple receives. They surely draw salaries from
their positions with the Helmsley companies.
Then over and above this income, they decided
to try to play tricks with their taxes and finances.
Why?
Did they not want to have to pay for their
goodies? Do they hate paying business taxes? Did
they think they would get away with it?
And of what conceivable use are these things
they have bought? They spent $210,000 for a card
table which they will likely never use. In
economics there is a law of diminishing marginal
utility. They must have so much money that they
have to think of new things to do with it.
To their credit, they did pledge $33 million
to New York Hospital in 1986. They are also
well-recognized for their regular appearance on
the charity ball circuit.
The cost of living in the United States does
not require salaries the size of those many in
corporate world receive. Lee lacocca reportedly
earned $17 million in 1987. That figure includes
stock income, salaries, and speaking fees. Donald
Trump earned much more than that.
Minimum wage jobs pay $3.35 an hour, a total
of $7000 per year, before taxes. A single person
residing in New York City could not afford to
live on this. Imagine a family trying to do so.
The disparity in salaries in the business world
has been criticized as a cause in the failure of
America to compete. Regardless of how well a
company does, its executives receive their bonuses
or raises.
Both groups work equally hard at their jobs.
And in its own way, each job is equally important.
But while one can purchase a mahogany card
table which will never be used, and the other
cannot purchase a roof to put over a Sears card
table, there is something wrong.
Oren L. Zeve is a freelance columnist and an
M SC alumnus.

All letters must be:
Typewritten and double spaced
’"addressed to the editor
♦submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before the Thursday issue
♦include student ID number, year, major, and telephone numbe
for confirmation.

Letters must be signed, but names will be withheld upon request.
These guidelines must be met or the letter will not be printed.

The M ontclarion reserves the right to «dit letteti
for style and brevi ty.

T h an ks fo r s u p p o r t
To the editor:
M ontclair State friends:
Please accept my sincere thanks
for the donations you made to
Patti McLoughlin’s scholarship
fund. The fund now contains
over $7000. This money has
been released to the Middletown Township school board
for administration Your dona
tions will help to give a renew
able scholarship to a young
woman from Patti’s high school
(Middletown South) for Mont
clair State College. I have
attached a copy of the letter I
sent to the board of education
so you can see what kind of
students will be awarded the
scholarship. The board should
approve this request at their
next meeting on April 4th. The
first recipient will be selected

from this year’s graduating
class.
We have learned the driver
who hit Patti was drunk. Cheryl
and I are becoming actively
involved with the indictment of
this man. I know it won'tchange
the fact of Patti’s death, but a
person who knowingly gets
behind the wheel of a car while
drunk is a criminal in New
Jersey1
PLEASE1 lx you think about
driving after a few beers or
coolers, think of Patti’s wondeful laughter that is now forever
silenced, and don’t drive!
Thank you all for your do
nations and support during this
difficult time for us.
Joan Michaels and Cheryl
McLoughlin
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Colum nist refutes professor
To the editor:
I appreciate Assistant ProfessorHani Awadallah’s response
to my four part series on the
Arab-Israeli conflict. However,
I must object to his use of quotes
out of context, misquotes, and
his misconstruction of the over
all tone of my writing.

encountering 18 to 21 year old
soldiers who act aggressively
when surrounded. Both have
been raised to believe the other
is the enemy.” The passage
refers to the fact that the conflict
is no longer betweeen armies
fighting in the desert or by
bombings in the night.

First, to compare my views
to those of Meir Kahane is
totally misrepresentative. Ka
hane, an ultra-nationalist, de
mands an Israel with no Arab
population whatsoever. He
seeks a purely Jewish state. I
specifically applauded the
peaceful coexistence of “Israeli
and Arab, Jew, Christian and
Moslem” in Jerusalem.

Third, the Israelis did not
drive the Palestinian Arabs
from their homes. Jordan’s
attack across the West Bank
and Egypt’s drive across the
Sinai and Gaza Strip, both in
1948, uprooted them. Camps
were established by neighboring
Arab states which repeatedly
told the Palestinian Arab refu
gees that their armies would
eliminate Israel, thus allowing
the families to return. The Arab
armies could not do it, and the
governments did nothing to
normalize the lives of refugees.

Second, Awadallah mis
quotes me as writing “current
unrest is almost entirely youth
against youth.” His point is to
imply that I think the uprisings
are unrelated to Palestinian
aspirations.
On the contrary, I wrote
“Current unrest reflects a fun
damental change in the ArabIsraeli conflict. The violence is
almost entirely youth against
youth. Palestinian teenagers are

Additionally, he blames Is
rael for harassing the Palestini
an Arabs. The Syrian and
Jordanian governments have
subjected Palestinian Arabs to
“sustained massacre” and “re
newed slaughter,” as well as
“unending persecution.” These

facts are ignored by the world
community. Israeli bombing of
camp locations has been in
response to fedayeen (Arab
guerilla) action. These “actions”
are referred to as “terrorism” in
the international diplomatic
community, but are specifically
called for by the PLO Coven
ant. The terrorists then retreat
into civilian camps to protect
themselves from reprisals.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
has contended that the Camp
David Peace Treaties fulfilled
Israel’s obligation under UN
Resolution 242. Yet no Arab
country approached Shimon
Peres when he was prime min
ister before Shamir and was
more willing to implement the
“territory for peace” principle
embodied in 242.

Fourth, Awadallah mis
quotes and quotes me out of
context regarding the “territory
for peace principle.” I refer to
the historical fact that for over
ten years following the Six Day
War in 1967, Israel offered a
“territory for peace” plan,
beginning with the Allon Plan
and culminating with the 1979
Camp David Peace Treaties. In
March, the Israeli Ambassador
to the United Nations Benjamin
Netanyahu stood before the
General Assembly and an
nounced that he, like every
other Israeli ambassador, had
the authority to begin peace
negotiations then and there. He
waited, but there were no takers.
It is truly regrettable the

The PLO Covenant, the Ten
Point Program (1974), and the
additional, subsequent Fifteen
Point Program (1977) reject the
existence of Israel and UN
Resolution 242. These docu
ments are the officiai position
of the Palestine National Coun
cil and its instructions to the
PLO. These documents give the
PLO, and Yasir Arafat, no
authority to negotiate, for
“Armed struggle is the only way
to liberate Palestine."(Article 9;
Point 2, 1974, 1977) Arafat’s
willingness to coexist is also
precluded, for “Palestine with
its boundaries that existed at the
time of the British Mandate is
an indivisible territorial unit.”
(Article 2) This indivisible unit
of the British Mandate includes

Gaza, the West Bank, Israel,
and the entire Kingdom of
Jordan.
Finally, I must address Awa
dallah’s conclusions regarding
“a durable peace and prosper
ity.” The “Israeli occupiers”
sought peace twenty years ago.
For twenty years they acted “in
a civilized manner,” asking for
peace and negotiations in the
face of PLO terrorism and Arab
attacks.
Shamir’s reference to “cock
roaches” and “grasshoppers” is
not a reference to the dignity
of Palestinian Arabs, as Awa
dallah would like readers to
believe. Rather he refers to
those who are using violence as
the foremost action to achieve
their aims. The testimony of all
Israeli leaders, and of the ma
jority of the population, con
firms that all peoples can and
do live peacefully in Israel
everyday, respecting "each
other as human beings.”
I reiterate my original sum
mation: “Everyone must want
peace. Put the rhetoric, and
weapons, aside.”
Oren L. Zeve
Columnist/M SC Alumnus

Students
Speak
“What was your reaction on the
AIDS Symposium?”

“The AIDS crisis is something that should
be taken seriously. The program was well
organized and it really caught my attention.
I am more aware of what precautions are
needed because of the symposium.”
Rudy Bodnar
graphic design/junior

“The symposium was very beneficial
towards the students and especially the
campus community. I believe that we need
more progams like this to inform the ones
that don’t care about this disease.”
Lisa Harmon
psychology/junior

C om piled and p h otograp hed by
W ally A cuna

“I thought that it was very informative and
I learned more about this issue than before.
I have to give credit to the guests who spoke
about their situations dealing with AIDS,
it really took a lot of courage for them to
speak before us students.”
Moore
home economics/freshman

“The AIDS Symposium was an
overdue and excellent program to enhance
awareness of the disease and its preven
tion. Through education and programs
like this, we may finally be able to over
come the ignorance and apathy related to
AIDS.”
Michele Samarya
health education/senior

“I was very impressed by the symposium
because it was something that the student
body needs to be informed with. Further
more, MSC should have more programs
like this.
Karen Cyphers
psychology / sophomore
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D ukakis participates in public forum
By Jennifer G. Stelevich
Arts/Entertainment Editor
MSC’s Public Policy Forum
was held Tuesday night in the
Student Center Ballrooms. Entitiled “The State and the Arts
in N.J.,” issues concerning the
arts and their relationship to the
government of the state were
discussed.
Designated panelists included
academy award winner Olymi pia Dukakis, producing artistic
director of the Whole Theatre
in Montclair; NJ Assemblywo
man Maureen Ogden; Renais
sance Newark President Everett
Shaw and music critic of The
Star Ledger Michael Redmond.
The first speaker, Ogden,
discussed the oversight on the
government’s part for support
ing the arts. She understood the
importance for funding educa
tion, homeless people and high
ways, but also realized, “the arts
and urban revitalization went
hand and hand.”
With protests and letters she
participated in a strong fight to
pass her original bill for $50
million to support the arts and
historic cites in the area.
Ogden reassuringly said N.J.
was the first state to pass a
capital bond issue for such
departments. This measure led

to more support by the govern
ment and Governor Thomas
Kean’s active participation in
the state’s culture.
The Assemblywoman con
cluded her discussion noting the
final way to revitalize the area
is through the arts.
Michael Redmond separated
the arts from government and
joined them with their impact
on different communities. He
asked why people had to go to
New York and Philadelphia for
entertainment, and “Why can’t
we not always stay home?”
Reasons prohibiting people
from leaving their community
to be entertained included fam
ily priorities, little money and
time.
But, he conceded, “The arts
are good for everybody.” They
enhance communities with dif
ferent races, increase real-estate
values and revitalize the cities.
The arts are the only thing that
has put us in touch with human
ity. There will always be dia
monds, Redmond added, “but
only one Sistine Chapel.”
Olympia Dukakis discussed
the importance of “not-forprofit” organizations such as the
Whole Theatre. She said the
people of N.J. don’t understand
this concept. They don’t realize
the performers are entertaining

as a love, a craft, and not
working for the money.
This is theatre that is “not
using the artists for a profit,”
she argued, but uses them and
the play to shape the people.
Everett Shaw offered few new
points, but reiterated what the
previous speakers had focused
upon.
Finally, the floor was
openned to the audience of over
two hundred students, faculty
and guests. Questions regarding
folk art and modern dance in
the state and the appearance of
the Newark Symphony Hall
were asked.
The speakers comforted peo
ple with complaints about lack
of coverage for their interests.
They were directed to organi
zations which could supply
them with more information
and answer further questions.
Unfortunately, too many people
don’t realize the arts are active
in this state and it is the (what
communities? local? small? all
the communities? maybe you
mean suburbs?) communities
which generally aren’t.
The panelists were informa
tive and covered many issues
thoroughly. They proved N.J.
can be recognized as more than
a highway to N.Y.—a state
entertained by the arts.

happenings

Tube Talk
By Raymond Ecke
Staff Writer
How are ya, how are ya, how
are ya? Here’s something really
unusual, Fox’s The Late Show
has a new host. According to
my records it’s now at about 6
hosts they have gone through.
Ross Shafer is the host for
the month of May (I guess they
hire by the month). The Fox
people are considering making
Shafer their permanent host but
that has not yet been announced
officially.
Shafer is from Seattle and has
worked as a: disc jockey, talk
show host, game show person
ality and a stand-up comic. I
tend to wonder if Fox has set
some kind of record considering
the amount of times they’ve
replaced hosts.
Talks between the striking
Writers Guild of America and
the Alliance of Motion Picture
and T.V. Producers broke off
yesterday after only 20 minutes.
The two sides meet before a
federal mediator at the Alliance
building in Los Angeles.
“The producers insisted that
we accept their March 5 offer,
which was their final offer
before the strike began and
which invokes $35 million in
rollbacks,” said a union spokes
man. The strike is now in its
seventh week with no end in
sight. If it should persist much

longer it could seriously affect
the fall T.V. line up.
Ever wonder how much top
studio execs make yearly? Well
ABC’s five top executive earned
well over $600,000 in 1987.
Leading the way was chairman
and CEO Thomas Murphy with
a total income of $801,000.
Followed by president Daniel
Burke grossing $772,565. Pres
ident of the ABC T.V. network
earned a total of $711,864.
Wow!
From the “Golly Ollie, all I
did was shred a few top secret
documents and now I’m a T.V.
star...Maybe you should get a
good agent” file. Fawn Hall is
about to splash on to the tube
in a big way. Miss Hall has
taped a pilot for ABC. It’s a
satirical piece called M & W:
Men and Women.
In the piece Hawn travels to
Africa to interview an American
heiress who shed her past to
marry a Masai warrior. The
show, airing in June, will also
star Jane Seymour, Katie
Wagner (daughter of Robert)
and Ron Reagan Jr. Fawn the
Ripper will also co-host Hour
Magazine next month. Ahh
what a country, one day your
hangin’ with the grand jury, the
next your baking cookies with
Gary Collins, is this great or
what?!
Finally, Delta (is that my real
name, it sounds like some kind

Olympia Dukakis speaks at “The State and the Arts in New
Jersey” public forum.

Cabaret Night
Players presents “Cabaret Night” on Fri. April 22 at 8 p.m.
in the Rathskeller.
Admisison is $4.50 standard, $3.50 alumni, faculty and staff
and $2.50 students. For more information call Players at 8935159.

Lecture
of barren land region in the
South) Burke recently showed
up on the set of Designing
Women with an engagement
ring. The lucky guy happens to
be Sim on and Sim on star
Gerald McRaney.
She reportedly told her costars about their jaunt to the
jewelry store: “We’re here to buy
a diamond engagement ring.
Direct me to where you keep
the big fat ones.” I guess she
wanted a ring that would match
her growing waist.
Watch for: Suspicion, Satur
day night at 8 p.m. on American
Movie Classics (ch 8). Classic
Hitchcock suspense. Enough
said.
Silver Streak, Sunday after
noon at 5:30 on ch 11. This film
stars Gene Wilder and Richard
Pryor at their silliest.
Lame Movie of the Week:
Island Claws (1985) Saturday
night at 8 p.m. on USA. Terror
reigns on a small island when
a scientific experiment goes
nutty. Oh I’ve got goose pimples
just thinking about it. Bye!

Joyce Carol Oates, poet and fiction writer will give a reading
on her works Tues. April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Kopps Lounge,
Russ Hall.
Admission is free. For more information call Dr. Carol Stone
at 893-7311.

Art Lecture Series
Thurs. April 28 Stephen Green, painter and teacher, will
show slides and discuss his work from 3-5 p.m. in Calcia
Auditorium.
Admission is free. For more information call Patricia Lay
at 893-4307.

Piano Festival
Stephen Lubin performspiano works by Mozart and Chopin
Tues. April 26 at 8 p.m. in the McEachern Recital Hall.
Admission is $5 standard and $ senior citizens and students.
Further information can be obtained by calling Audience
Services at 893-5112.

Rat Concert
Local rock band, Sell Out and The One Night Stand Horns
performs Tues. May 10 in the Rat. Show time is unconfirmed
for 8 p.m. Also performing are Rodney and the Purple Phlegm.
Both bands include students and alumni from MSC.
Admission is free and no alcohol will be served. More
information will be available prior to the concert_
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O ff the shelf

T ay lor tailors her diet
By Michael Bullerdick
Staff Writer
“I was born on February 27,
1932, and have endured through
nearly six decades,” says Liz
Taylor with much self adula
tion.
Sometimes, though we wond
er why? Certainly it’s not her
books that have kept us going
in these long ten years since her
last film.
For certain, it’s her sordid
personal life—a thing that any
“purple-blooded passion per
son” will tell you no one knows
enough about. Elizabeth Takes
Off, a 250-page confessional on
“weight gain, weight loss, selfimage, and self-esteem” is her
latest and greatest attempt to
capitalize on the public’s voyeu
ristic curiosity. You might call
it her latest effort to endure.
Ideally a diet book should
give readers a simple, easy-tofollow weight loss plan. But
even more important than the
diet plan itself, are the words
of inspiration that, remembered
during times of stress, help keep
our hands from straying past the
celery stalks to the giant tub of
double chocolate swirl from
Hagan-Daz.
And, you’d think, who better
to look to for inspiration than
Liz Taylor? After all, it’s not like
it’s Vanna White—who we all
know has never worn a fat dress
in her life-spewing out advice
here. This is darling Liz, a
celebrity we’ve watched grow
from sleek, sexy Cleopatra,
Queen of the Nile, to round and
robust Clean-my-plate, Con
quistador of Confectionery, and
back again. Finally, a diet book
from someone whose dug deep

into the muck and fudge of it
all, battled the bulge, and
emerged victorious. At last, the
real thing!
Even still, Liz disappoints us-and disappoints us big! And
after promising us so dearly at
the outset: “If sharing my story
will give others the impetus to
regain control of their lives and
their looks, writing all this down
will have served its purpose.”
The trouble is Liz never gets
around to telling us the story.
The book lacks everything that
would seem inspirationsal.
We want to know, what was
it that could make a woman go
from screen goddess to screen
gargantuan? W hat emotions
were involved? How did she
cope with and finally overcome
them? Such questions are never
answered, and the chapters are
strung along according to a drab
and very uninterested formula:
I was lonely, so I got married.
I was depressed, so I ate. I got
fat. I got divorced.
I was lonely, so I got remar
ried. I was depressed, so I ate.
I got fatter...
...and so on down the line of
eight marriages.
What makes it all worse, of
course, is that Liz purposely
holds out on us and we’re never
introduced to a real person.
Strings of dates and times and
places fly past us in textbook
fashion, and just at those rare
times when we think we’ve got
some real em otion g o in g something inspirational at long
last!-our authoress makes an
abrupt withdrawl.
We’re brushed off with lines
like: “But that is another story,”
or “But I’ll talk about that in

Rcick-n-RM Cmm
PodquADiFuCca
Give me just another night...or just another day in court. That’s
what reggae singer Patrick Alley is asking of Mick Jagger.
Seems Jagger allegedly stole the chorus on “Just Another Night”
from Alley’s song of the same name. Jagger’s version has sold
over two million copies; Alley’s 28,000. Look for Jagger to
settle early and avoid the hassle...Joan Jett filmed the video
for her newest song, “I Hate Myself For Loving You,” at the
Capitol Theatre in Passaic yesterday. Jett’s new slab of vinyl,
Up Your Alley (what a great title!) is due soon...What’s the
scoop with music videos and the flesh craze? Can’t women
(Suzanne Vega excepted) do a vid without showing off their
cleavage or gams? Lita Ford and Heart come to mind...The
more I listen to radio, the more WCBS-FM proves that no
one plays classics like they do. I mean classics, not psychedelia
and 70’s sludge...Speaking of the 70’s, the more I think about
it, the more I feel the best thing the “me decade” gave us musicwise was Steely Dan. Arguements anyone?...Will someone
please gag that Tiffany thing before I get siclc. I wonder how
many impressionable young minds are going around thinking
she wrote “I Saw Him(?) Standing There”...By the by,
Dramarama was absolute aces at the Ritz earlier this month...I
promise a review of Dan Kidney and the Pulsations new tape
next week...Last week’s trivia answer: Feb. 3, 1959 (the date
Buddy Holly, The Big Bopper and Richie Valens were killed
in a plane crash) is the “day the music died” in Don McLean’s
“American Pie”...Dis Veek: Who opened for the Clash on theii
first tour in 1979? (Hint: An original badboy)...Dot’s all...

another book,” or worse, “But
all that’s too personal to go into
here.”
Then there are the times
sophisticated Liz snipes at other
celebrities. Joan Rivers (She
tried to take credit for my
weight loss!) and the late John
Belushi (What a shame that
such a talented young man
should lampoon my excesses
and then die of his own) are her
favorites.
The diet itself, though proven
successful, is impractical at best.
Sure we’ll lose weight, but can
us budget-conscious consumers
afford the gourmet lunches like
swordfish steaks and cracked
snapper? And if so, then how
can we start on that new war
drobe?
The book is a fast read,
padded m ostly, with sleek
magazine-type excerpts of what
pass as exciting in the huge
margins. But if you’re looking
for a soulmate, someone to help
you through those long and very
painful hours that come with
weight loss - well, darling, it
seems you’re not worth the
effort.

S h a d o w s cast
in Art Gallery
By Javier Espino
Correspondent
“Evolution of a Shadow,”
is the title of the newest
exhibition at the College Art
Gallery in Life Hall.
The draw ings, p h o to 
graphs, and sculptures in the
exhibition are the work of
Mac Adams, a multifaceted
artist from' South Wales,
Great Britain. Adams, who
is also an internationally
reknow ned sculptor, has
been in residence at MSC
since 1987.
“Evolution of a Shadow,”
is a survey exhibition show
ing the artist’s interest in
light, shadows, and reflec
tions. Throughout the years,
his main areas of experimen
tation have shifted. Shown at
the Gallery are works done
in the late 70’s, early 80’s, up
to the present day.
In the 70’s, Adams con
centrated his talents in pho
tography. Later, he started
photographing human fig
ures in action reflected on
electric appliances. His most

recent work is sculptural.
One of the sculptures
being exhibited, “Beauty and
the Beast,” is not recogniz
able until we see the cast
shadow, which forms a beast,
lifting its huge hand to strike
its victim.
Other works by the artist
can be seen through a con
tinuous slide presentation at
the Gallery.
Presently, Adams is work
ing with Fine Arts majors to
produce “Ophiucus,” a steel
and aluminum structure re
sembling a telescope or bat
tery of guns pointing sky
ward, which would cast the
shadow of the Snake Bearer
at a specific time of day. The
planned location for the
sculpture is the center mound
near Life Hall.
The exhibition, which will
continue through April 27, is
funded by the Governor’s
Challenge for Excellence
Grant.
S tudents and faculty
members will be able to meet
the artist at a Gallery lecture
on April 21 at 1 p.m.

Short Cuts
Visions- Visions (Polygram)
Just when you thought you
were safe from “monotony from
hell” coming from recent R&B
groups, in comes Visions, a new
self-titled album. Unfortunate
ly, there are very few “new”
things about this LP but on a
whole, this can pass as decently
mediocre.
This is not to say that the
group lacks talent. In fact, they
have superb vocal ability. Lead
vocalists Tara Davis and Tim
Moore have strong, melodic
voices that border on the splen
did. However, the musical ar
rangements on most of the cuts
are not innovative enough
which seems to be the problem
with most new R&B groups.
As for Visions’ sound, they
are a cross between Atlantic
Starr and Loose Ends. “Love
Calls” and “You Are Gonna Be
Mine” are some of the best cuts,
but if you are interested in
talented vocals, Visions may be
worth a listen.

The album Rock Your Body
is playful, sometimes silly and
quite often reminds one of the
Adam Ant Prince Charming
era.
The first single should be
“Sonic Boom Boy.” “Psycho
tech,” and “Silvermac” could be
worthy follow-ups.
The only problem with this
album is that once you’ve heard
the first side, the rest of the
songs seem to rehash them.
Then, who said punk in any
form sounds different; in one
sense its just like rap, if you’ve
heard one, you’ve heard it all.
The best thing about the
album?
Well, not too many bands
sound like them and get away
with it. I wouldn’t give Westworld my “guaranteed you will
like it rating," but I think they
have something; don’t ask me
what it is, buy the album, check
it out for yourself.
-Paul Mampilly

-Luisa Carrizo

Mike Stern-Time in Place
(Atlantic Jazz)

Westworld—Rock Your Body
(RCA)

Jazz guitarist Mike Stern’s
latest release entitled Time in
Place achieves a high level of
technical excellence musically
as well as expresses a sense of
his m aturity over previous
work. The product of this is an
overall fantastic album.
Produced by Steve Khan, and

“Sonic Boom Boy” estab
lished Westworld as a sort of
post-punk pop-synth band in
England. C rossing over to
America with the same sound
might be a tad difficult.

supported by such jazz monsters
as M ichael Brecker (saxaphone), Peter Erskine (drums),
and Don Grolnick (keyboards).
Time in Place serves as a vehicle
for the collective talent of all of
these musicians. Stern’s guitar
playing is especially breathtak
ing.
Both melodic and powerful in
improvisation and compostion,
Stem shows his instrumental
prowess both through distor
tion laden solos and quietly
moving pieces a la Pat Metheny.
The compostion ranges from
straight ahead jazz/ rock fusion
to be-bop and presents a format
of contemporary fusion with a
mainstream tinge. The influence
of playing with Miles Davis also
shows in Stern’s compostion
and especially in his solos which
at times, are strikingly similar
to that of Miles.
Some of the stronger cuts on
the album include “Gossip,”
“Time in Place,” “Chromazone,” and “ Four Shades.”
Since the time of his previous
album Upside Downside and
his work with Miles Davis,
Stern shows growth both as a
musician and composer/band
leader. Time in Place is a must
for any guitarist and could
prove to be the catalyst for
propelling Mike Stern into
being the premier jazz and
fusion guitar voice of the late
80’s.
-Dominic Pandiscia
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In the movies

5th force film flops

By Tom Boud
Staff Writer

___________

The practice of releasing
sequels is supposed to entertain
the moviegoing population with
more creative versions of a
smash success. Sadly to say,
there are instances where this is
taken to superfluous propor
tions.
A case in point is Police
Academ y 5: A ssignm ent in
Miami Beach. Basically, it’s a
ridiculous rehash of immature
hijinks and silly stunts that
makes you wonder how the
devil Police Academy managed
to make it five times around.
George Gaynes is Command
ant Eric Lassard, an excellent
law enforcement veteran whose
career is being honored at a
convention in Miami. He runs
into obstacles as Captain Fabius
Harris (G.W. Bailey) tries to get
him fired by establishing that
Lassard has passed the manda
tory retirement age. Things get
even more complicated when a
ring of diamond thieves come
after Lassard after he picks up
their loot by mistake at the
airport.

Gaynes’ best quality is that he
is sincere and down-to-earth.
Although this isn’t an oscarwinning trait, it is nonetheless
a relief from the insanity ma
nifested by everyone else
throughout the film. He was
indubitably the most human of
the cast.
Bailey, in contrast, proves to
be little more than an emotion
ally screwed up clown. He rants
and raves like a five-year-old kid
and demonstrates absolutely no
talent whatsoever. Let’s face it.
Anyone can go in front of the
camera and make a fool of
himself.
The rest of the off-the-wall
cops also excell in presenting
their frivolous sides. Aside from
slapping each other around and
pulling pranks on one another,
they swing in trees, drop from
helicopters, fight am ongst
themselves, and call one another
elementary school names. Such
antics were hardly entertaining
and, in fact, insulted the auedience’s intelligence.
The comedy in Police Acade
my 5 turned out to be deader

Cam pus P a p er b a c k Bestsellers
1. Calvin and Hobbas, by Bill WaHereon. (Andrews. McMeel &

than a doornail. The humor as
well as jokes told was totally
insipid. Personally, 1 see no
thing funny about writing in
sults on Captain Harris’ bare
chest with sun tan lotion or
repetitively running into imma
ture males who think the grea
test pleasure in the world is
staring at a woman’s body.
Adding to the lameness is a
plot more transparent than
glass. This was especially true
with the action scenes. It was
no secret, for example, that
towards the end there will be
a long chase seen through the
Everglades involving no shoot
ing or mortality. It was even
more conspicuous that Com
mandant Lassard would go on
running the academy despite all
the difficulties he encountered.
Director Alan Myerson really
did not try to do his best with
this flick. To put it simply, he
gave us the same thing that we
have seen four times before.
Due to the intolerable silliness
and the uneventful theme of
Police Academy 5: Assignment
in Miami, I rate this wreck at
zero stars.

Parker, $5.95.) Cartoons about the lite ol a Bile boy._______
2. The Eyas o l the Dragon, by Stephen King. (Signet/NAL, $4.50)
___ Enthralling masterpiece ol magical, evil and daring adventure.
3. Com munion, by Whitley Strieber (Avon, $4,95.|
Visitors from outer space

4. Th e Far Side Observer, by Gary Larson. (Andrews, McMeel &
Parker $5.95.) Latest Far

6. W indmills ot the Gods, by Sidney Sheldon (Warner, $4.95.)
Story ot a woman trapped by international conspiracy.
7. Th e Prince o rn d e s, by Pat Conroy. (Bantam. $4.95.) The beauty
d South Carolina and the dusty glitter ot New York City

8. Th e Road Lass Traveled, by M Scott Peck. (Touchstone, $ 8 9 5 ]
___ Psychoiogical and spiritual inspiration by a psychiatrist
9 . Bitty and the Boingera Bootleg, by Berke Breathed (Little,
Brown. $7.95.) Latest Bloom County cartoons.
10. Destiny, by Sally Beauman. (Bantam, $4.95.) Romance ol a
couple with diverse backgrounds over three decades
NOwmeigran lu itu i«

Mew G Recommended
W atchers, by Dean R. Koontz (Berkley, $4.95.) Explosive story of a
man and woman caught in a relentless storm of mankind's darkest
creation - two genetically altered life forms.

Guardians of the Weet, by David Eddings. (Baliantine. $4.95.)
A magnificent fantasy of men, Kings, Sorcerers, and Gods caught up
in the war between two opposing destinies
Rocket Man, by Roger Clemens with Peter Gammons.
(Penguin, $3.95.) The story of how Clemens won his place in
basketball history and a rare glimpse into the undisguised mind and
heart of the modem athlete.
ASSOCIATIONOf AMENOAMPUBUSHER&NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONOF COLLEGE STONES

To

ATTENTION SENIORS!

HAVE A BLAST AT THE
PICNIC!!
APRIL 28,1988
12-3 P.M.
STUDENT CENTER PATIO
FOOD/DJ
STUDENT I.D.
REQUIRED
$1.50 CHARGE

Side cartoons.

S. Necessary l oaeea, by Judith Viorel. (Fawcett, $4.95.)
How to deal with and accept life's losses

the class of"

Macy’s
congrutulates you
tooW

•ÎS S 5 5 1 *
you'll find nowhere else.
Benefits like:

• Incentive Sales—
Y ou can be proud of
how far you've come and
you'll be impressed with
how far your interestscan
takeyouatM acy's.
Y ou’ll find what you're
looking for in retail—a
dynamic, fast-paced
environment where you're
always a part of the action...
whether your interests
are in fashion, electronics
or housewares, sales or
sales support.
From your first minute
here, we'll give you chal
lenges that develop as
fast as your abilities. You'll
learn to thinkon your feet,
deal with a variety ot per
sonalities and respond to
the needs of a market
place as unpredictable as
the trends of the future.
That's the excitement of
retail. And you'll get the
best of it at Macy's. We
offer you retail at its
finest—with benefits

To those who qualify,
earnings potential to
$25,000, even more
with our compensation
program!

• Medical and dental.
• Paid vacation.
• Holidays/personal
days.
• Generous store-wide
discounts.
W e’re as proud of your
achievements as you are
and this is the best way
we can prove it—with
immediate opportunities
at the most important
point in your career.
The beginning.
An equal opportunity
employer, m/f.
IM M E D IA T E IN T E R V IE W S
C a ll the M a c y s n ea re st y o u !
P a ra m u s .......... 8 43-9100, ext. 243
W illo w b ro o k ...785-9525. ext. 243
L iv in g s t o n ..... 9 94-2000. ext. 243
M enlo P a rk ..... 549-4400. ext. 243
B rid g e w a te r ...7 2 5 -1 4 0 0 , ext. 243
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—Joe #20- your hard work is
paying off. Good luck in future
games. Love a devoted fan.
—Sherri- W e’re not having
com m unication
problem s.
We’re just on slow audio. Shall
I speak slower? Colleen.
—M ark H.- When are you
going to dump that girl and get
a real girlfriend. Someone who’s
interested.
—To the shy one- Get psyched
for our internship at the Grand
Prix! We’re gonna have a blast.
1 can’t wait! Remember- dress
casual. Me.
—Brian- Happy 2 year anniver
sary. I love you. Tammy - SL.
—Mike (Stone)- Love that
pitching arm, and the body that
encompasses it.
— 1,2,3, A Rhoman’s what you
want to be. Take a guess it’s not
too hard, Death Rho shall run
this yard! Bud Ladee Love.
—To the girl on the 7th floor
after TG- He’s happily taken.
He doesn’t want anything to do
with you anyway, so give it up
babe.
—Rachel- H appy Birthday.
Love, Beecha & Minerca.
—To the 18 year old- I am a
warm, caring, good-looking and
mature 18 year old searching for
a girlfriend. Hopefully we’ll see
things the same. Interested?
CTS.
—Miss 5’5” with green eyes of
Blanton- How may I get in
touch with you? JoM o of Clove.
—Tracey M.- Hi! Just thought
I’d write ya a personal! Love,
Jessica.
—Marybeth in 4B- Oh, you’re
such a kind soul! Signed, the
tourists of Blanton.
—Bachelor #1? Bachelor #2? or
will it be Bachelor #3? Find out
4/19 Memorial Auditorium at
the Dating Game.
—Mike S.- To the guy who
thinks he is G o d ’s gift to
women- You’re not. You are far
from it. Stop staring. Dancin.
—Jessica in 5D- Would you
mind if I call you “Jessie”? P.S.
“Don’t do drugs” or you might
miss another semester of school.
—To the TKE who doesn’t
know what a personal is- Happy
Birthday, you’re an old man
now and your grey hair proves
it. Happy 6 months. They’ve
been great. Love Christine.
—To my Gaby- Just a personal
to
y now happy I am that
you’re my big. Let’s hear it for
the nagging tree.
—Marcus Welby- Just wanted
you to know that you’re such
a terrific friend. Thanks for
being there fo me. I’ll still play
pod, OK?
—M opey D opey- Ju st re
member I love you and it will
be all right. Always, Lovechunks.
—Barney- I’m sorry I wasn’t my
usual self this past week. I never
want to get your spirits down.
Love, Betty.
— H appy 20th
B irthday,
Shroom! Social Drink in laund
ry roon C.
—Just Sue- Sorry, ya mad?

—Manny- Sorry I haven’t writ
ten I had to take care of things.
The tim e has come to
meet..How about the primrose?
Day? Time? B.L.
—Colleen- Jim, Jimmery, Jim,
Jimmery, Jim Jims Jims. Fu
ture Roommate.
—Happy 22nd B-day Danny!
Love, Long lost pal Dawn.
—Murph- I want you.
—Jean- I HATE SCHOOL!!
p.s. Rock the house. Love, Dee.
—Thank you St. Jude and St.
Rita for answering my prayers.
Rich H.
—Lisa- I need you beside me,
beside me to guide, to hold me
and to scold me, cause when
we’re bad, we’re so, so bad!
Love, Laura 4/14/88 Forever.
—Kevin and Tom my- Stay
away from those tap dancin’
alligators. Colleen & Sherri.
—Bunka I.- I wasn’t looking.
Really! I was just peeking. How
was the water bed. Can I pop
your dimple? Don’t pick. Your
seductress.
—C ongratulations & Good
luck to Dickie and Jen- They’re
getting married on April 23.
—Chris- You are all my hopes,
dreams and desires, you have
become the biggest part of my
life. I’ll love you always and
forever. Colleen.
—To H enry in Film 1 on
Tuesdays- I think you’re hot.
Let’s make our own movies. If
interested, let’s meet at Billy’s
at 12:00 for lunch on the 26th.
Signed, an impatient blonde.
—To my Mr. Turtle-1 love you
even when you’re a tyrant.
Thank god you have a small,
furry creature that kind of likes
the tyrant.Claudette.
—mpb- happy b-day- the wiz“z”ard. (finally got your name
in print.
—L.- Here we go! Real life. I’m
excited; you? Love, P.
—To sheep of MSC, my last
three weeks of this crap. Love
u know who.
—Dan- 111 tell you what your
library card is worth when I get
my grades! Jane the Dane.
—Suzie Q- Let’s wreck the place
this weekend! Lovingly kidding,
LC.
—I can’t believe we actually did
it! Way to go, Phi Sig’s. Now
just keep up the good work! I
love you, Caryn. Kimberly.
—Eugene- Happy 23rd birth
day. May it be very special.
With everything, Shar.
—L & P- I’ve enjoyed watching
your relationship grow through
the months. You guys break my
heart. Love’s a pretty weird
thing, huh? J.N.
—That it is.
—John (2B wing) who wears
glasses- I saw you checking out
the room list in Blanton on 4/
13. Would ljke to meet you maybe we can play tennis some
time. Very interested.
—Sherri- Ooh. What is that
fresh aroma? Could it be coun
try flowers? Colleen.
—Kelly- Do you know how to
play beer pong? Pie.
—The gossip is...my hair is a
mess!

—Rachel- Happy 19th Birth
day. I love you. Your moon
twin.
—Paul S.- I really think you’re
hot. M.C.
—Kurt & Greg- Roxanne &
Jasmine are waiting for you to
call.
—Kelly- I want you to know
I think you are gorgeous & I
want to become part of your life,
a special part. Hopefully Wait
ing.
—Barbara- You did it! Not us,
but you. I knew you were a
winner from the day I met ya.
Congratulations! Love, Laura..
—Beff- Stop gettings caught!
Little Beff.
—To the admirer- The feeling
is mutual, I would enjoy meet
ing you. Introduce yourself. I
am inquisitive as to your iden
tity. The (C) of the M SC
(S)Team.
—To the man in the white tuxI’m glad we’re friends. Your
Latin buddy.
—Jackie- Tonight you will by
my princess and you will be
treated as such. I promise you
a night that will be unforgetable.
Greg.
—Hector and David- Certainly
glad when you guys take off
those good-humor-man-suits.
Hurry up and finish.
—Mike- Three women in three
days, what’s your secret? The
receding haairline perhaps?! I
know, “Don’t mock me!” Your
favorite suitmate.
—Steve- I’m glad we met and
became friends. Hope to be
come closer before you gradu
ate. T.
—George- Thank you for your
care and support. I couldn’t
have made it without you. P.S.
“Just Wait” Phaedra.
—Antoinette- I’m so excited
that our Old Time Rock & Roll
shows are going so well. I’m
really happy that we’re Reck
less. Love & Songs, Your other
half.
—Bobbie- Congrats! I wish you
all the best as the new SGA
Secretary. Good Luck. Love
Antoinette.
—Fern- Happy Birthday. Have
a blast on your happy 21. Can’t
wait to have you buy the beer.
I love you. Teddy Bear.
—Fern- Happy Birthday. You
made it to 21. Keep up the good
luck. Let’s go get drunk. PZ61.
—The World of Responsibility
is Just Around the Corner.
—W aun- Buckwheat groats
prosper in Idaho. Hope the
belching zone brings in new
members. Four more shopping
days til my birthday. Beansprout.
—Hello, my name is Candy. I
am an an-e-mal! Ruff.
—Samantha-1 don’t know how
much longer I can remain secret,
but 1 don’t know how to come
forward. I want vou. Me.
—Blue eyes- My desire to know
you runs deeper than the depths
of the grandest crater on the
dark side of the moon. Dan
(5D).
—Hampton 88- Woke up, got
out of bed..smoked a joint and
grabbed a beer.

in it for you. Signed the other
sexy brunette.
— Hey Dawne- H ere’s your
personal. Having a blast. Let’s
do dinner. You pick the place.
Love ya, Matt.
—Alan- Thursday’s at 1:00 p.m.
are also very good. I love you.
Love, Amy.
—Mai- So the cammies have
long sleeves. Ya want a medal
or a monument? Kee.
—Chris D.- I am glad we met
and I hope that we become more
than just friends. H.T.
—To the unsigned letter writerYou have a definite right to
express your views. It’s a shame
you don’t have the guts to sign
your letter or express your views
personally though. Class One
Concerts.
—Dennis delivers pizza in a
strange way. Someone please
pay him next time.
—Bunny Chins- You’re the
reason I wake up every morn
ing. You’re the reason I smile
every day. You’re the reason my
heart feels full. Mr. Turtle.
—Rachel- Hope you have a
great Birthday. Love you, EM.
—Pete- Even though you look
older, I’m technically older.
Happy B-day. EM.
—To the guy who stole all my
underwear- You are an idiot...it
was dirty anyway.
—Mike L.- Thanks for all your
help with our candy sale. Love
the tennis team.
—Debbie L- This one’s for you.
Love ya, Chris.
—Chris- Stop using that lifting
stuff- you’re becoming an anim
al. Little Beff.
—K im -C ongratulations on
your victory as VP of Cheers
for Bohn Hall. Your #1 fan Bill.
—Thanks Stacy and Carrie for
the encouragement, you guys
are the best. Luv me.
—Dave- How obvious do I have
to be? Waiting.
—Revenge is so sweet - you
know who you are. Don’t get
mad get even.
—Jim(4D)-1 know you too! No
need to respond. 4B.
—Laura- We missed you!(Just
kidding) Love Col.
—Dawn- told you I’d put in a
personal. Love ya, your sister
Col.
—Matt- I’d practice those serves
if 1 were you. Your tennis buddy
Colleen.
— D an- Sorry we haven’t
rapped in a while. I’ve been in
a bimbo-kind-of-a-mood. 1 still
love ya. Mariel.
—Smoogie Woogie- W hat’s up?
Bubba Schmubba.
—Chris S.- Got any cigarettes?
Nanner.
—Morton Downey Jr - April
26th - 2:30 - Panzer Gym - Be
there.
—Regan- have you found your
pillows? Thanks for the beer
shampoo - my hair is really
shiny now.
—To everyone who made my
birthday great, especially my
roommates in 111B- Thanks for
everything, you guys are the
best. Mare.
—Colleen, Kerri, Denise and

Jill - We’re going to miss you.
Love Jill, Barb, Marisa, Kim,
Wendy, Vicki, Jean and Do
reen.
—Lisa- Happy Anniversary! A
million more months of love.
Love Jase.
—Congrats to Phi Beta Big D
on their impressive softball win
Tuesday. Hope to meet you
guys in the world series. Billy
Martin and the Yankees.
—Detra- I think you’re really,
really cute! Captain Kirk.
—Dara- Here is your #$!eing
personal. Love Matthew.
—Dinocakes- Two weeks to go!
—Franco- Look for me at the
airport sometime in May. Re
member, I’ll be the one with the
bikini and shovel. Colleen.
—JD S (WAAD vice president)You’re the greatest. I never
would have made it through this
semester without you. Thanks
for sharing the tears. Luv, the
Pres.
—Frank- Thanks for taking me
to Newark. 1 owe you one. Jen.
—Kee- But we were only going
to tease them. Mai.
—Kevin- 600 miles? I can deal
with it. Okinawa?!? Are you
insane? Colleen.
—Helena- You definitely know
how to have fun. You gotta love
it! Have a very happy birthday,
have a drink for me.
—Tom my- I hear M onster
Pythons have come back to
New Jersey. Welcome Back
Joneson. I missed you! Sherri.
—Since when does the King
wait or even ask to jump the
Queen?
—Verle- Cheer up. if 16 gets too
high for you, 3A’s got a space
for the night. We’ll have to get
together Thurs. nights 10-12 to
keep up the tradition. Love ya,
Kimberly.
—Tommy- We are going to
have the best time this weekend.
I promise I won’t take too many
pictures, OK? Sherri.
—To my only sexual outlet- I
enjoyed our m arathon wee
kend. Let’s go for the world
record. Love, your only sexual
outlet.
—Todd-1 really miss you. Wish
you were here with me. I can’t
wait to see you again. I love you
Admiral T.
—Thank you St. Jude for ans
wering my prayers. S.K.
—Here’s a corny riddle- What
has 44 legs and wears blue and
gold ribbons? Phi Sigma Sigma
National Sorority. Yeah! Alicia.
—To all my Phi Sigma Sigma
Sisters-I can’t believe we’re
really going national. I love you!
You’re all great! Alicia.
—Patty- Designer band-aids!
Thanks!
—To the Pres, and VP of Phi
Sigma Sigma- Our work is
finally paying off. Now we really
can call each other sisters. I love
you guys. Rec Sec.
—Hey Elaine! How much did
you love Arlington? Meet ya in
the convent. Don’t forget the
umbrella.
—Joey (Luke’s friend)- Keep
Luke company Tuesday at 1
p.m. There may be something
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Gus- Thanks for introducing
me to all of your friends because
you guys are the greatest. Bar
bara.
—Steve S. the football playerI’m hot for your bod. Guess
who?
—Joann (2D)-Thanx for ever
ything. Although I don’t know
what you did yet. But you will
find out. Love a friend.
—To sweetcheeks, lovemuffin,
cupcake, queen of the woods
and spring breeze- Thursday
night was too fun, we’ll have to
make it a habit. Love flower
blossom.
—Cutie- Happy Birthday and
Happy, Happy anniversary.
May all your dreams come true.
Love T.C.
—How does chlorine take out
vaseline? You know what I
mean...
—Mike- I’ve seen you in your
stylish sweater, without one on
you probably look better. You
said th a t you enjoyed my
rhyme, when we get together
we’ll have a real kinky time. Wet
& Wild.
—Frank- Let’s do lunch! I hear
lettuce is great for the abdom
inals. Joanie.
—Luke- Don’t you want me,
like I want you? Meet me
Tuesday, 1 pm at the Student
C enter. Signed the sexy
brunette, you know who I am.
—To Melissa and Jack- You
two are so annoying. Patch and
Justin.
—Surfer Steve- Remember “If
it swells ride it” The Crew.
—Jimmy- Don’t give up on me!
I will be back soon. I will always
love you. Forever yours, Gina.
—Oh where, oh where has my
Kimberly gone, oh where, oh
where can she be.
—Baby Sis- It’s 8:30 am. Time
to stretch. Big Sis.
—Roxie- Did you get a perm
on Thursday? Bailey.
—Would you like to share a
glass of Kool-aid and slow
dance till dawn? JIS You better
not be using that line.
Cheer up Robert G.! There’s
still good in the world yet. After
all, how can there be a good
vs. evil battle without good?
T.B.
—Philosopher Joe- My phone
is still available, not only for
studying but also for a good
talk. Philosopher Reds.
—Room 1217- Smile; You’re on
Candid Camera - I’m watching
with X-ray lenses. Daah, do you
like me yet? I love you tons,
Etiquetta.
—Dan 1217-1 want you to drive
my Baretta; to hell with Etiquet
ta. Come to Rutgers or send
your spies. Green eyes.
—Jodi- Your new do, those ice
blue eyes, and the rest of the
package - it doesn’t get any
better than this. Watching from
a close range.
—Squirl- You have been a great
roomie. Never think well lose
touch, well be in the same pieces
forever. Next year well say,
“Dag, we had some fun here last
year.” Love, Cindy-Loo-Hoo.
—Phi Chi Omega Girls are
boxes. Signed, Author.

—Joo- Sorry you got caught up
in ROTC but you always like
to do dumb things.
—Pete- You’re going to fail that
voice class. From Chanda and
Keisha. Who cares if you know
who we are.
—Sheila- Can you account for
those 57 minutes yet? Who
called? And how beautiful is he?
- J r . - So you know what it is
that makes me happy? You and
only you! Love always, CiSs.
—Miss Picky- Next time the
Easter Bunny is going to bring
you a pile of it! I think that
might be nice and creamy! Ha!
E.B.
—C hiquita Banana- Happy
Belated 21st Birthday. Love ya,
The Diz #1 & 2. P.S. How were
the strawberries?
—Pep it up- Pep Pep it up Pep it up now - Golly Gee wow
- On the floor.
—Kerri- Pack your bags and get
out! 1120 Barb & Jill.
—Perry-1 guess they really read
those qualifications. Congratu
lations. Ya deserve it. I love ya.
Love, Laura.
—Mike- Chinese food and the
NY Skyline - say when. OHelen.
—Tappa Keg Girls- Best in the
world! Marisa.
—Marisa- Happy Sweet Six
teen! Have a Molson on us.
—Joe, Mature, and UnsignedI’m really glad that you exist!
What should I do now there are
three of you and one of me? 18
year old girl.
—Dr. Doug T. (Intro to Film)The brown cow, about the
house, shouted out moo, shot
change, moo.
—Tray- Listen honey, when I
hear the word, loft, it doesn’t
mean studying. Well...maybe.
Love ya, Cat.
—Maryann- Better late than
never! Happy belated 21st! We
love you! The countdown is
over and the party has begun.
—Mr. Big- You are looking
good! Yes time is running out,
what is the next step? Talk to
me, C.
—Fern- You’re a unique per
son. You’re my best friend and
you’ve made this semester the
best for me. Thanks for being
there. I love you! Tim.
—JL- Can you see at all or are
you completely lost? Try harder,
it’s really pretty easy. Watching.
—Sweetcakes- Do you want to
watch anymore tennis on t.v.
P.S. Thanks for the personal
message. Love T.C.
—Hot stuff- Happy 6 month
anniversary! Thanks for all the
good times and hope to have
many more. Love, Pitt.
—Annie- What’s happening?
Pfffth! The guy in your Thurs
day night class.
—Lisa- Let’s try not to go to
the RAT on Friday with han
govers. Cris.
—Amy, Annette, Antoinette,
and Barbara- Four of the FAB
5; You guys are the best. I would
be lost without you. Thanks for
being so special. Much love,
Cindy-Loo-Hoo.
-P h i Sigma Sigma- Watch out
tor the candid cameras! Next
time I won’t forget! Elaine.

—Nips- My inhaling mentor,
guess 1 should work on my
quarters game, huh?? Weebles.
—To the four ladies who
brighten up my life- My hearts
llelong to you. Fish.
—Cindy- Thank you.
—Chris my roommate- Did you
have a good weekend? Build any
houses lately? See you at the
movies. Fish.
—Lori in 5D- Last call for free
pizza! Yes, this really is the
desk!
—Vic (who danced the night
away at the Spring Ball)- We
couldn’t help but notice those
GQ socks. Look out John
Travolta.
—Tony- We have nothing to say
but AAAAHHH! P.S. Keep
tryin’ with that moustache. Our
thoughts and prayers are with
you.
—D agw ood- Patience is a
virtue! Blondie.
—Julie- Just a little personal to
say: Hi Yah! Love, Tammy.
—Nancy- I hope you had a
wonderful birthday (4/17/88).
Your best friend, Tracy.
—Bob, Christine- Give me a call
and let me know if you guys
still exist. Kevin.
—Dan- We’ll have to get togeth
er soon and do some partyin’!
When are you around? Give me
a call or something! See you
soon. Tammy.
—Flame- The big “L” salute to
you! Loser, (such a Hazlet
word) Happy Earth Day! Luv
u, Steph.
—Harambee- I am looking
forward to seeing that flick and
eating dead pu-pu sometime this
month. So keep banging out
that robust! Shazam.
—JM Bunny- Just when other
relationships are collapsing and
busting up (over stupid things)
our love and sincere commit
ment to each other are bringing
us closer together. Me.
—Rick (Stone)- I’m glad that
I got the chance to know you,
I think you’re really great.
Karen.
—Pete- Happy Birthday. Isn’t
it weird that you were born the
day before? Love, Eleni (aka
Helen).
—To the ascending head on the
13th floor- Are you waiting for
me to sweat you first? What’s
up? I thought you were more
than that. Signed, Do Datt Sh!
—Red- Thanks for being there.
U mean so much. Don’t forget
me tonight. I’ll be thinking
about you. Have fun. Thanks
again. L.B.
—Mike- I have a friend who
also likes you, will you be able
to handle two? Wet & Wild.
—To the girl in 3B with blondish brown hair, electric blue
eyes, awesome dimples, great
legs and a nice tan- W hat’s your
name? I’ve seen you around and
am very interested - Respond
To: In Awe!
—Theresa-1 don’t need dreams
to remind me you’re a good
person. I know it in my heart.
Love. Lisa.
—Aim- Let’s put our pact into
effect since now we’re both
married. Love Cindy-Loo-Hoo.

—Leslie 312 Bohn- You were
at the RAT last Thursday. I so
badly wanted to keep you warm
during (and after) the bomb
scare.
—Kerry- We wish you the best
birthday ever and we wish it in
a big way. Love ya, Kim & JoEl.
—Madam X- If you meet my
requirements I fill all your
needs. No holes barred. Meet
me where people go round, on
the morrow at 10 plus 30. Mister
L.
—P-Doggie- I’ll always be here
if you need me. Don’t ever
forget how very special you are.
There’s a place in my heart for
you forever. M em ories...TBear.
—Tootles- Your awesome!
We’re gonna have a blast next
year. Simone.
—Kerry & Jo-El- Happy Birth
day to you both! You guys are
the best friends ever! Looking
forward to Sat. night. Have
great birthdays. Love, Kim.
—Mike U.- You’re the nicest
thing that’s come my way in a
long time. I realize there may
be a complication. Think about
it. Hint: Polo doesn’t offend me.
—Frank- Welcome back. I
hated it when we were apart.
Don’t ever leave me again. I love
you so damn much! I want you
forever. I need you and I lust
you. Me.
—Jim N.- I don’t care what you
say, I still think you’re cute. Oh
yeah, you smell good too.
Treasurely yours, Kris.
—Caryn- Just wanted to give
you a second personal. Can’t
wait til next semester and Clove.
You’re a great friend. Love ya
a bunch, Dea.
—Anthony- Did I ever tell you
I have 2 cousins that went to
Montclair? Hope to party with
you again soon. Cris.
—We are really rolling now
with the Sisters of Phi Sigma
Sigma. Hey, keep up the great
work and great times. Love you
al l, Gail.
—Gail revolving door! Phi
Sigma Sigma loves you.
—To the guys that responded
to the personal for a mature,
good-looking boyfriend- Are
anymore of you out there? I’m
;urious. Another 18 year old.
—To the MSC LAX team- You
don’t need fans to win. You’re
great! Love, Caryn.
—National is the only way.
Thank you to everyone who is
m aking Phi Sigm a Sigma
happen. Love, Caryn.
—DCC- Hey Prez, when are
you calling DSA’s next meet
ing? There are things to be
discussed in group therapy. The
secretary. P.S. Tell me that
story now.
—Chicken- Could it have been
jealousy that prompted your
response? Or just boredom?
Well, I’ll never know...or care.
Watching.
—Dan in Stone- I met you
recently, and I think you are
hot. An Admirer.
—Dan in Stone- How did you
get so good looking? An admir
er.

I Attention

—Attention Chem istry/Biol
ogy majors! 2-5 Summer Intern
positions providing excellent
career related experience avail
able. Come to Career Services,
Student Center Annex, room
104 for more info.
—Avoid making your summer
a pest: Apply with Rutgers
Cooperative Extension for a job
as one of twenty summer Inte
grated Pest Management Field
scouts. Come to Career Servi
ces, Student Centeer Annex,
room 104 for details.
—Professional word process
ing. After spending so much
time writing your thesis call 9357353 to help you get the “A”
you deserve! (IBM-AT; laser
printer).
—M anuscripts, resumes, re
ports, and m ore expertly
handled by certified profession
al secretary. Fast, accurate,
dependable service at compet
itive rates. Call mornings or
evenings. Peripheral Pro 7851921.
—Share a house with 2 MSC
Students. 10 minute drive from
college. Couple or single person.
Call 345-8418. Ask for Nina or
Fardis.
—Professional Typing (Word
Processing): College Papers
(Will Edit/C orrect Spelling)
$2.75/Page Resumes, etc. (Will
Quote) Call: 835-0103.
—A professional typing/word
processing service: ITI type your
term papers, resum es/cover
letters, doctorate thesis, statis
tical reports or any word pro
cessing job. Passaic County.
Call Claudia at 777-0285 after
6 p.m. Will meet your reasona
ble deadline.
—Resumes and cover letters
prepared by a professional word
processor; individual consulta
tion; no need to go to a printer
for top quality, call 935-7353.
(IBM-AT; MP laser printer).
—The English Club, class 2
organization of the SGA, pres
ents Dr. Petty. “Fantasy in the
Middle Ages” on Thursday
April 28th in Kopps Lounge,
Russ Hall.

For Sale

— 1981 Camaro Z-28. Runs
great. New Alpine A M /FM
Cass. White and Blue. Many
extras. Call after 7 p.m. 2392585.
—Available for a limited time
mini-ping pong set. Incld Table, 2 paddles, net, 2 balls
Cost $15.00 call 893-4163 Thurs
Eves betw 6:30 and 10:00 p.m.
or call 893-4163 ask for Rich
leave your name and number.

Lost and Found

—Lost - One rainbow colored
kite, taken from Lot 14 about
7:00 p.m. Tuesday. Please con
tact 783-9469. Please!
—A brown cased, solar oper
ated calculator which had been
stolen from a denim pocketbook in Blanton Hall. If found,
please return to the desk of
Bohn Hall, room 813.
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—On Sunday, April 24, 1988
The Newman Community will
celebrate Mass at 11:00 a.m. in
Kops Lounge, Russ Hall and at
7:30 p.m. in Kops Lounge, Russ
Hall. The 7:30 mass will be a
parent’s night. For additional
information call ext. 7240 or
746-2323.
—On Monday, April 25 Mass
will be celebrated at the New
man Center at 3:30. For addi
tional information call ext: 7240
or 746-2323.
—On Tuesday, April 26, the
Political Science Dept, is pres
enting Rabbi Leonid Feldman
lecturing on “ Religious and
National Conflict in the Soviet
Union”. The lecture is taking
place at 7-9 p.m. in rooms 4114f4 of the Student Center.

—On Thursday, April 28 a
Newman Nite will be sponsored
by the Newman Community in
the Newman Center. Mass will
be held at 5:00 and dinner at
5:30. The price is $1.00 for
dinner. For additional informa
tion call ext: 7240 or 746-2323.
—On Thursday, April 28 at 2:00
pm in Kops Lounge of Russ
Hall, the English Club will
sponsor a lecture on Medieval
Fantasy. The lecture will be
hosted by Dr. Petty of the
English Department. All are
welcome to attend!

Help Wanted
—Small tablecloth restaurant in
Wayne needs all shifts filled:
waitress/waiter; bartender; busboys. Will train. Call Billy at
831-8170.

Bloom County
Homs life, me cm m urer
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— Painting contractor needs
Summer and Perm PT workers.
West Essex area. Call 228-3046.
—Wanted: Contestants for the
Dating Game. For more info:
335-0907.
—Typists - $500 weekly at
home! Information? Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to
RHSL Associates, P.O. Box
1008, N. Cape May, N J . 08204.
—Counselors for male campers,
New York Fresh Air Fund co
ed sleep away camp. Great
opportunity to work out-ofdoors with disadvantaged, ablebodies and disabled 8-12 year
old children. Requirements: 1
year college, 18 years of age.
Starting salary: $1100. Call
Owen Engler (days) 201-4702268 or Rick Erck (6 p.m.-9
p.m.) 201-667-2930.

by Berke Breathed
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Adventures In the Zones of Twilight
by John Vohlidka

Grove Road, H-21, Randolph,
—Help Wanted - Bartenders,
NJ 07869. Phone (Boys) 201Waitresses, Doormen. Call be
429-8522; (Girls) 201-328-2727.
tween 3 p.m.-7 p.m. 239-8911.
—New England Brother/Sister - —Help Wanted- 16K entry level
3 week training. PC Computer
Camps- (Mass) Mah-Kee-Nac
Rental delivery, pickup or field
for Boys/D anbee for Girls.
service. O ppt. to advance.
Counselor positions for Pro
Knowledge of IBM PC Helpful.
gram Specialists: All Team
Call
Dan 633-1123 after 6 p.m.
Sports, especially Baseball,
—Contemporary NJ Girls’ Res
B asketball, Field Hockey,
ident Camp seeks qualified staff
Soccer, and Volleyball; 25 Ten
who
enjoy children and the
nis openings; also, Archery,
outdoors.
Specialists needed:
Riflery and Biking; other open
Video, Mime, Karate, A&C.
ings include Performing Arts,
Call (201) 232-3236.
Fine Arts, Yearbook, Photo
graphy, Video, Cooking, Sew
ing, Rollerskating, Rocketry,
Ropes, and Camp Craft; All
—GJM Resumes- You have
W aterfront activities (Swim
spent thousands of dollars
ming, Skiing, Small Craft).
for your education. Invest a
Inquire Action Camping (Boys)
few more dollars to have a
190 Linden Ave., Glen Ridge,
professionally formatted re
N J 07028; (Girls) 44 Center
sume. For $15 we will pre
pare your resume ready for
printing. Call us and we will
send you an application.
(201) 227-3812,___________
227-3812,____________
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A vote for Pitino as
Coach off the Year
By Kenny Peck
The Pitino press Let it be known that if the Knicks make the playoffs, Rick Pitino
should be Coach of the Year. If the Knicks should miss making the playoffs, Rick Pitino should
still be Coach of the Year. Someone, somewhere, will ask why.
Well, because everyone has forgotten that in the beginning of the season, the Knicks were a
joke, and Pitino was the punch line. Everyone laughed when he put his team through excruciating
conditioning drills, apparently exhausting his own players and losing games in the fourth quarter
because of fatigue. But now that the Knicks are winning games late because of their conditioning
edge over most teams, New York is a force. And now that the Knicks are down to the last few
games of the season, and people realize they went through the entire campaign without any serious
injuries, no one laughs at Pitino. Everyone realizes his philosophies of full-court pressure and physical
conditioning can work.
Next year, Pitino will have the luxury of working with the Knicks well in advance of the opening
of the season, unlike last year. Next year, New York will be in supreme condition when the season
opens, instead of getting in shape as the season progresses, a la 1987-88. They will be ready from
the start, pressing and stealing and fast-breaking and winning and someone, somewhere, will ask
why.
Rick Pitino, Coach of the Year.
Inside Corner updates

Some time ago, we ran a story on Shiaway St. Pat, the 1981
Hambletonian winner who was racing for meager purses at various shoddy race tracks on the
East coast. Well, we’re glad to report that the Meadowlands did manage to purchase St. Pat,
and he will be gracefully retired after leading the post parade for the 1988 Hambletonian.
Also, Joe Klecko, formerly of the New York Jets, will be making a comeback with another
team, despite the Jets’ claim that he is unable to play because of bad knees.

At the Meadowlands Three horses from Tuesday night-consecutive winners in the eighth,
ninth and tenth in fact-are worth another look. Barak went off at a generous 7.00-1 and walked.
Restless Ruler closed well in an extremely fast last quarter. Sammy Almahurst was heavy chalk,
and deservedly so.
Last week’s selection: Rampage Hanover didn't run.

SILC'S

Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper,
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the diameter of a hockey puck, in inches?
What uniform number did Don Larsen wear?
What distance is an Olympic marathon race?
H ow long is a volleyball court?
Who hit the first home run in an All Star game?
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Answer to last week’s stumper:
What university did Mark Spitz attend? Indiana.
Submitting the correct answer was:
Tony DiBennedetto.
This week’s stumper:
Which college football team was the winner in the first
Sugar Bowl?

Special Event

•Spring Week*Tuesday26th, 11:30 am
The 1st"ATLANTIC CITY " FUN RUN
*Wednesday 27th, 2:00pm
¡¡p^
WIFFLEBALL TOURNEY
*Thursday 28th, 12:00
P IT C H -N -P U T T
VOLLEYBALL 2-on-2 will also he added
SUPER SILC WEEKEND—
May 13th and 14th
th e 11 th ANNUAL VOLLEYBALL MARATHON (5/13)
*Reserve your court now!
CANDLELIGHT BOWLING
—Bring a Date for a great night out— (5/14) Class 1 org. o f the SGA

On the Inside Corner endorses its
candidate for the upcoming ‘election’.
See page 23.
________________________________________________________________________ /

DeAquino shines on the mound

Rutgers
M
Softball team sw eep s tw o twin-bills tops

By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer

win on two unearned runs when
a ground ball was thrown away,
allowing Theobold and Redl to
score.

The Lady Indians, ranked
eighth in the nation in Division
III, won all of their games at
home during the weekend as
they received strong pitching
from Dina DeAquino to raise
their record to 21-4.

MSC 5-So. Connecticut 1
D eA quino gave another
strong performance, pitching a
six hitter for the win. The
Indians scored a run in each of
the first five innings.
Senior Stacy Barbossa led the
attack with three hits, including
a RBI single in the second, and
scored twice.

MSC 3-Glassboro St. 0
Dina DeAquino pitched 13
no-hit innings on Saturday,
finishing with a one hitter and
a no-hitter to lead the Indians
past No. 16 ranked Glassboro
State, 3-0 and 2-0.
In the opener, DeAquino
allowed only a single by the
Profs Renee Leo. DeAquino
went the distance, striking out
five and not allowing a walk.
The
. Profs Barb Sbarra went the
distance and gave up five hits.
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MSC 2-Glassboro St. 0
The Lady Indians saved their
best for last as they took both
games from the Profs.
DeAquino and Glassboro’s
—
i

H ern a n d ez
b r o th e r s to p
N ew J ersey
p o w erlifter s
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_____________
Miguel and Ed Hernandez
each took first in their respec
tive weight classes while Fred
Wagner placed second at the
New Jersey State Powerlift
ing Championships Satur
day.
Ed, competing in the 242
pound class, squatted 700,
benched 390 and dead lifted
635 pounds to capture first
place with a total of 1725.
Miguel won the 198 pound
division with a 620 pound
squat, a bench press of 415
pounds and a dead lift of 625
for a total of 1560.
Wagner totaled 1170 to
finish second at the 148
pound level. Wagner squat
ted 420, had a bench press
of 290 and a dead lift of 460
All three are expected to
compete in a bench press
contest to be held Saturday,
May 7 at the Essex County
H ealth and R acquetball
Club in West Orange.
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Trish Straw were locked in a
pitcher’s duel to the finish.
MSC was able to pull the
game out in the top of the

11Jseventh as Marge Theobold,
Chris Redl and Donna Brooks
loaded the bases with two out.
The Indians pulled out the

u ne

MSC 5-So. Connecticut 1
Chris Nixon provided the
offensive spark for the Indians
as she belted a two-run triple
in the second and brought in
another run on an infield out
in the fourth.
DeAquino again went the
distance, throwing a four-hitter.
Southern Connecticut dropped
to 10-16 with the loss.
MSC is currently 21-4, 4-0 in
the New Jersey Athletic Con
ference. DeAquino is 19-4.

Rebuilding 9lacrosse team
finds success surprising
By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer
This has been a very surpris
ing year for the men’s lacrosse
team.
For what was originally billed
as a rebuilding year, the Indians
have carved out a successful
spring campaign with a record
of nine wins and two losses.
Sophom ore Tim Riddick,
commenting on the season, said.
“I am very surprised. This was
supposed to be a rebuilding
year, but it seems that every
game we’ve played we’ve gotten
better.
“The players that we have are
putting it together,” he con
tinued. “We work hard in
practice and it’s paying off.”

MSC 16-Kutztown 10
The Indians once again dis- ,
played awesome offensive fire
power as they scored 16 goals \
Saturday at Sprague Field to
Things are looking up for Joe Drago and the MSC lacrosse team.
come away with a convincing
goals in the first quarter and
Peter Zorich and Joe Petrone
16-10 win against Kutztown.
paced the Indian attack with
maintained control throughout
eight and four goals respective
M SC exploded for seven
the gam e..

By Kenny Peck
Sports E d ito r ____________
The MSC baseball team
took three straight confer
ence games at home last week
before losing 11-6 at Division
I Rutgers-New Brunswick
Tuesday.
MSC beat Jersey City
Thursday by a score of 8-4,
and swept a doubleheader
from Trenton State Satur
day, 6-1 and 5-2.
Freshman Drew Ryan was
named Pitcher of the Week
by the New Jersey Sports
W riter’s Association. The
righthander gave up only
three earned runs in two
starts, lowering his earned
run average to a team leading
1.59.
The hottest hitter for the
Indians right now is junior
John M cClain. The leftfielder hit safely in all six
games last week, extending
his hitting streak to 12 games
and raising his season aver
age to .350.
MSC is currently 16-10
overall and 5-1 in the New
Jersey Athletic Conference.
The Indians have nine con
ference games remaining,
seven of which are on the
road.
The Indians travel to Ramapo Thursday, RutgersNewark Friday and to
Rutgers-Camden for a doubleheader Saturday.
ly. Jack Belanger added two
goals and Tim Riddick and
Tony Petrone added one goal
apiece.

MSC 16-Pace 7
The Indians continued their
winning ways as they exploded
for 16 goals at Pace University
on Monday.
Seven different players scored
for MSC.
The Indians received bal
anced scoring from Tony Pe
trone and Jack Belanger, with
five and four goals respectively.
Tim Riddick and Joe Petrone
had two goals apiece, while
Angelo Cilenti, Peter Zorich
and Pete Franklin chipped in
with one goal.
The Indians improved to 92 with the win.
Riddick said, “Everyone has
made a contribution. We are
not a team of superstars, but we
perform well together. We are
just taking one game at a time.
“We don’t have many fresh
legs, so it’s important that we
score goals early and maintain
our momentum.”

